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ABSTRACT 

The maintenance costs incurred during the life cycle of 

large software systems has been estimated at 40% to 67% of 

the total cost of the system. Given this, improvements in 

the maintainability of such a system have the potential of 

significantly reducing the cost. Several aspects of the 

object-oriented paradigm hold the promise of improving the 

maintainability of software: 

1. The object abstraction provides an intuitive means 

of dealing with complexity. 

2. Encapsulation of both data and procedures within an 

object enhances comprehension and allows the 

implementation details to change without affecting 

other parts of the system. 

3. Class hierarchies give organization to the objects; 

objects of greatest similarity are closely grouped 

within the hierarchy, while objects of little 

similarity are relatively distance from one another. 

The objective of the work presented in this paper is to 

determine if an object-oriented design of a real, tangible 

system can significantly improve maintenance while meeting 

system requirements and constraints. To accomplish this, 

the following strategy is employed: 

1. an existing system is analyzed, 

2. an object-oriented replacement designed, 

3. critical portions prototyped, and 

4. the results evaluated. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Software Life Cycle 

The various phases of software development are 

typically grouped together in a relation referred to as the 

software life cycle. The cycle begins when a software 

product is first envisioned and ends when the product is no 

longer used. Although variations in terminology and 

structure exist, the software life cycle can be viewed as 

consisting of three chronologically ordered components: 

systems analysis, systems development, and maintenance 

(Sigwart, Van Meer, and Hansen, 1990). These components and 

their phases are listed in Table 1.1. 

Systems Analysis 

The first component, systems analysis, is the study of 

the need that the software is to satisfy and subsequently, 

the specification of the requirements that must be met. 

Systems analysis begins with a preliminary feasibility 

judgment. During this phase a gross estimate of the costs 

(for example, hardware, software, personnel, time) required 

for the product is compared to the advantages the product 

will offer . If the product is deemed feasible and the 

benefits outweigh the costs, the next phase, requirements 

analysis and feasibility study, is initiated. 

Requirements analysis is perhaps the most difficult and 

error-prone phase of the software life cycle. The needs of 

the users must be understood and documented such that both 
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the users and the software developers have a clear, 

unambiguous definition of what will be done by the software, 

by the hardware, and with manual procedures. This phase is 

critical to the product's success and many times is 

complicated by the fact that the users may not know exactly 

what they want from the product. 

Table 1.1 Software Life Cycle 

Component Phase 

Systems analysis 

Systems development 

Maintenance 

Preliminary feasibility 
judgment 

Requirements analysis 

Requirements specification 

Preliminary software design 
and planning 

Detailed design 

Coding and unit testing 

Integration 

System testing 

Once a thorough understanding of the users' 

requirements is developed, the software life cycle moves to 

the next phase, requirements specification. The goal of 

this phase is the generation of a Software Requirements 

Specification (SRS) document. This document specifies 
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exactly what the software product is to do and is actually a 

legally binding contract between the developer and the 

client . Accuracy, therefore, is of extreme importance. 

The next phase, preliminary software design and 

planning, bridges the gap between the systems analysis and 

systems development components. The focus now changes from 

understanding the users' needs to meeting the previously 

determined requirements. A high-level architecture of 

software components is developed showing relationships with 

the system hardware and providing a road map for the 

software development. A test specification is created to 

further guide software development and also for later use in 

verifying that the software meets the requirements 

determined during systems analysis. 

Software Development 

The second major component of the software life cycle 

is software development . It is during this time that 

software is designed and written to meet the specifications 

determined during analysis. The initial stage is detailed 

design. Here the high-level architecture developed earlier 

is further refined into actual software modules. Detailed 

specifications for each module are developed and include 

what each module is to do as well as how it is to interact 

with other modules . The goal is to define modules that can 

be understood, created, modified, tested, and debugged with 

a minimum of concern for other modules. 

A prototype of the product may be developed to insure 

that the users understand more precisely what the completed 
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system will do. This is desirable since the formally 

defined specification is sometimes difficult for the users 

to understand. The prototype normally does not implement 

much of the functionality of the final product but it does 

clearly demonstrate the operator interface. Right or wrong, 

the users' satisfaction with the product is largely 

determined by the interface between themselves and the 

system. 

Once the detailed design is complete, coding and unit 

testing can begin. The software modules are coded and 

individually tested. During this testing, interfaces to 

other modules, data structure integrity, and execution paths 

are checked. The modules are then integrated into larger 

elements and these elements tested. This process is 

repeated until the system is complete. The system is then 

tested in the target environment. Here, problems related to 

differences in the target and development environments will 

hopefully be identified. Finally, acceptance testing is 

performed to allow the user to verify that the system 

performs as expected. 

Maintenance 

The final major component of the software life cycle is 

maintenance. Maintenance can be rather loosely defined as 

anything that has to be done to the software once it has 

been put in use. The generally accepted types of 

maintenance are corrective, perfective, and adaptive. 

Corrective maintenance is done to correct errors in the 

software that were not detected in testing. Most nontrivial 
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software systems are of such complexity that testing every 

conceivable execution path is simply not feasible; some 

errors will be missed and will show up later after the 

system has been put into production. 

Perfective maintenance improves some attribute of the 

system, for example, performance or maintainability. It 

does not usually impact the actual functionality of the 

system. An example would be replacing a routine's search 

algorithm with one better suited to the characteristics of 

the data (and thereby improving the routine's efficiency). 

Adaptive maintenance modifies the system to meet new 

requirements brought on by a change in the system's 

environment (e.g., new functionality is needed, different 

hardware must be supported, or a new operating system is to 

be installed) . 

Although it is generally accepted as a single 

component of the software life cycle (as shown in Table 

1.1), a single instance of software maintenance often 

encompasses many of the functions of the analysis and design 

phases, albeit on a smaller scale. Since maintenance is 

normally performed on a system many times throughout its 

lifetime, it comes as no surprise that maintenance often 

requires the greatest amount of resources of any of the 

software life cycle components. Yau and Collofello {1980} 

cite references estimating the maintenance costs during the 

life cycle of large software systems at 40% to 67% of the 

total cost. 

Regardless of the type of maintenance, the required 

effort is affected by the maintainability of the system. 
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Considerable research has been done in an attempt to 

quantify the software quality attributes that characterize 

maintainability {e .g., Romback and Bradford, 1989, and 

Kafura, 1987). In general, these attributes are related to 

the degree of difficulty required to comprehend the software 

{defined as complexity by Yau and Collofello, 1980) and 

subsequently modify it. 

If the system is not understood sufficiently before 

modifications are attempted, any changes can easily cause 

undesirable side-effects due to the programmer's incomplete 

knowledge of the system. Once the necessary understanding 

of the system is attained, the difficulty in actually making 

the necessary modifications depends a great deal on several 

aspects of the code, such as extensibility, stability, 

locality, modifiability, and reusability . Of these, 

stability is more commonly discussed in the literature 

(e.g., Yau and Collofello, 1980). It is defined as the 

resistance exhibited by a software system to the ripple 

effect (the tendency of a change to one routine requiring 

changes to other routines that then require changes to still 

other routines, ad infinitum) . 

Regardless of the quality attributes of a software 

system, an unfortunate effect of repeated maintenance is its 

corrupting influence on the design of the system {Ince, 

1991) . Software with good maintenance characteristics may 

temper this effect somewhat but it is almost guaranteed that 

each round of maintenance will compromise the design to some 

extent, increasing the difficulty of further maintenance. 

To totally avoid this degradation, some maintenance cycles 
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(depending on the magnitude of the modifications) would need 

to repeat the analysis and development portions of the 

software life cycle in their entirety. While this would 

probably not be a task of the same magnitude as developing 

the original system, it is normally far from being 

economically feasible on any but the smallest of software 

systems. 

Retirement 

The software life cycle ends when the software is no 

longer needed. This may occur when the need for the 

software ceases to exist or the software cannot be adapted 

to needed changes. Repeated software maintenance cycles can 

be a significant contributing factor to the latter case; the 

system's maintainability can degrade to the point that it 

simply becomes too costly to change. The rate at which this 

occurs depends to a large degree on the size of the system, 

the flexibility and other maintenance qualities of the 

original design, the types of maintenance the system 

experiences, the quality of the maintenance, and even the 

turnover rate among the development and maintenance 

personnel. 

Object-Oriented Technology 

In the trade journals, one often sees the object

oriented paradigm presented as the panacea of programming. 

Not surprising, many of the claimed benefits are somewhat 

difficult to quantify: better data encapsulation, better 

code reuse, easier to extend, more reliable, easier to 
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understand, more resistant to software corruption, more 

maintainable, more understandable, greater clarity of 

expression, and easier to enhance. While it seems to be the 

norm for most newly accepted technologies to be presented in 

an overly optimistic manner, the availability of a 

considerable number of commercial object-oriented software 

development tools (including some for such specialized areas 

of software development as real-time [Williams, 1992] and 

embedded systems [Eckel, 1990]) would seem to indicate some 

genuine benefits to the object model. Perhaps more 

indicative of a viable technology, the embedded software for 

several currently marketed products has been developed using 

object-oriented technology (Barry, 1992). Specialized 

object-oriented languages for real-time programming have 

also been developed (Bihari and Gopinath, 1992) . 

Several characteristics of the object model are 

appealing when considering software maintenance. Booch 

(1991) states that there are four major elements of the 

object-oriented model: abstraction, encapsulation, 

modularity, and hierarchy. Abstraction is a means of 

dealing with complexity by modeling entities in the problem 

domain. These abstractions are called objects and can be 

more intuitive and therefore more easily understood than 

abstractions used by other methodologies. 

An object is described by its behavior and its state . 

The behavior is implemented by a set of procedures and the 

state defined by appropriate data. Encapsulation combines 

the procedures and data such that only the information 

necessary to use the object is visible; all other 
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implementation details are hidden. This allows the 

implementation details to change without affecting other 

parts of the system, suggesting an increased immunity to 

ripple effect. 

Modularity allows the software to be logically 

partitioned into segments, permitting changes to be made to 

selected modules without the necessity of recompiling the 

entire system. It also can improve comprehension though the 

logical structure imposed by the partitioning. 

Last, hierarchy organizes objects; objects of greatest 

similarity are closely grouped within the hierarchy, while 

objects of little similarity are relatively distance from 

one another. Properly done, this structure can aid in the 

comprehension of multiple abstractions by highlighting their 

similarities and differences. 

Objectives 

As previously discussed, maintenance represents a large 

portion of the lifetime costs associated with most software 

systems. At the same time, object-oriented methodologies 

promise many benefits that should positively impact 

maintenance. The objective of the work presented in this 

paper is to determine if an object-oriented design of a 

real, tangible system can significantly improve maintenance 

while meeting system requirements and constraints. The 

strategy used to accomplish this consists of four steps: 

1. analyze an existing system, 

2. design an object-oriented replacement, 

3. prototype critical portions, and 
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4. evaluate the results . 

The existing system is described in Chapter II. 

Chapter III discusses several object-oriented methodologies 

and describes the one chosen for this project. In Chapter 

IV, the analysis and design of the object-oriented prototype 

are covered followed by an evaluation of the results in 

Chapter v. The evaluation is summarized in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER II 

TARGET SYSTEM 

Environment 

The software system studied in this paper is currently 

in use at a semiconductor manufacturing facility . In the 

manufacture of integrated circuits, silicon wafers go though 

a predetermined series of manufacturing operations, ideally 

resulting in many functional integrated circuits on the top 

surface of each wafer (the number depends on the wafer size, 

circuit size, and yield) . Many of these manufacturing 

operations add value to the wafers by taking them a step 

closer to the final product. This usually involves altering 

the silicon in some way (e.g . , adding a layer of oxide or 

etching away certain areas) . Manufacturing equipment used 

in these types of operations will be referred to as process 

equipment. Other operations add no value but instead 

measure some characteristic of the wafer, usually to insure 

that previous processing was done properly . Equipment used 

for these operations will be referred to as metrology 

equipment. 

The silicon wafers are normally grouped together into 

batches called lots. Prior to processing a lot on a piece 

of manufacturing equipment, the equipment's configuration 

must often be defined . For process equipment, this can 

include items such as temperatures, time intervals, gases, 

pressures, and rates of wafer movement through the machine . 

An instance of this set of process variables is often 

referred to as a recipe. For metrology equipment, typical 
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configuration parameters might include the wafer coordinates 

to be inspected and the expected range of the measurement 

values. 

Much of this manufacturing equipment has a serial 

interface supporting an industry standard messaging protocol 

intended for communication with an external computer. The 

capabilities of this interface vary with equipment type but 

two common capabilities allow the external computer to 

supply recipes to processing equipment and to receive the 

values of wafer measurements from metrology equipment. 

For process equipment, these communication capabilities 

permit an external computer to automatically configure the 

equipment based on the particular lot to be processed . This 

virtually eliminates lot misprocessing due to the equipment 

operator improperly configuring the machine. In the case of 

metrology equipment, the direct transfer of measurement data 

to the external computer for archival reduces the operator's 

workload and improves the integrity of the data by 

eliminating most manual data entry. 

System Description 

The computer system under study is referred to as a 

Protocol Translator (PT) and consists of an 8-bit 

microprocessor with 64 kilobytes of random access memory, 

one serial port for communication with a central factory 

management system (also called the host), and six seria l 

ports for connection to terminals and manufacturing 

equipment (normally one terminal is allocated to each piece 

of equipment, see Figure 2.1). There are variations in the 
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application software depending on the type of equipment to 

be supported, but the system is generally used in one of two 

ways : 

1 . Data is collected from both the operator and the 

manufacturing equipment, combined, then transmitted 

to the factory management system. 

2. Data is collected from the operator and transmitted 

to the factory management system. The factory 

management system returns the proper recipe, which 

is then loaded into the machine via its serial 

interface . 

Manufacturing 
Equipment 

l Terminal J 

/ ,.,_ Manufacturing 
Protocol ,... rl Equipment 

I, 

Translator 

' ./+- {Terminal J 
Factory 
Management Manufacturing 
System • Equipment 

• J Terminal 
~ "\.. 

• • 
'lf 

• 
• 

Figure 2 . 1 Protocol Translator Conne cti vity 
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The sequences for the two types of applications, 

metrology and process, are shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 

2.3, respectively. The functionality can be divided into 

four sequential steps. The first step is known as "login" 

and begins with the operator entering the lot number, 

operator ID, and machine ID on the terminal. This data is 

then sent to the host for verification. If the machine is 

not the proper type, an error message is displayed and the 

sequence ends. Assuming the verification is successful, the 

operator may be prompted for additional information prior to 

the initiation of the second step, generically referred to 

as the "process" step. 

Login 

Process 
Get sample plan 
Get measurement data from equipment 

Extract pertinent data 

Upload data 

Logout 

SPC 

Figure 2.2 Metrology Application Control Flow 

For a metrology application (Figure 2.2), a request is 

sent to the host for a sample plan. Contained in the plan 

are such items as 

1. the number of wafers to sample, 

2. the number of sites per wafer to measure, and 

3. the specific data items to be collected. 
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As the equipment measures the wafers, it transmits the 

data to the PT. The PT software extracts only the data 

items specified in the sample plan and discards the rest. 

When the proper number of measurements have been received 

and filtered, the accumulated measurement data is 

transmitted to the host computer. 

Login 

Process 

Get recipe 

Download recipe to equipment 
Monitor equipment 

Logout 

SPC 

Figure 2.3 Processing Application Control Flow 

The second step for a process application (Figure 2.3) 

begins with the PT requesting the appropriate recipe from 

the host then forwarding it to the equipment. In some 

applications the PT will then monitor the equipment and 

forward various parameters to the host as the lot is 

processed. 

The third step, "logout," prompts the operator for any 

data that was not available directly from the machine's 

communication interface, uploads it to the host, then 

informs the host that processing of the lot is complete . In 

the final step, Statistical Process Control (SPC), the PT 

sends a request to the host, asking it to perform any pre

defined SPC calculations on the collected data. The results 

are sent back to the PT and displayed to the operator. 
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The system provides two principal benefits. First, it 

adds capabilities that are not supported by the equipment 

itself . For example, a plasma etcher allows an internal 

status variable to be read via the serial interface. The PT 

application reads the value at fixed time intervals then 

sends a message containing the resulting array to the host 

computer. Other examples include equipment with proprietary 

communication protocols or serial output intended for a 

printer. In the first case, conversions between the 

proprietary and standard protocols take place (the origin of 

the name Protocol Translator) and in the latter, the text 

intended for the printer is encapsulated in a standard 

message format. 

Second, it attempts to present a generic interface to 

the host. Although different types of equipment may conform 

to the industry-standard messaging protocol, the set of 

messages supported and to some degree, the content, may 

differ . Where possible, the equipment-specific messages are 

translated into more common formats, reducing the number of 

message formats that must be comprehended by the host 

system. 

Approximately 50 PT systems are currently required to 

support the necessary manufacturing equipment. Each PT's 

software consists of a preemptive multitasking operating 

system for controlling task execution and at least one 

reentrant task (written in assembly language) per active 

serial port. A cooperating pair of these tasks is normally 

used to support a particular application; one task drives 

the terminal and also contains most of the application's 
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logic while the second task is responsible for equipment 

communication. Several sets of tasks may be loaded into a 

single PT to support different equipment types. 

Applications currently supported by the PT are given in 

Table 2 . 1. 

Limitations 

After eight years of adaptive maintenance, the 

functionality now provided by the PT system far exceeds the 

original specifications. The system has grown to encompass 

data collection from ten types of metrology equipment, 

recipe download to four types of processing equipment, 

recipe verification on four equipment types, and process 

parameter trace collection and analysis on two different 

types of equipment. The terminal interface for operator 

input has grown from simply prompting for four data items 

(login/logout, lot number, operator ID, and machine ID) to 

handling up to twelve lot numbers per transaction, storing 

lot numbers obtained at login for reuse at logout, prompting 

for information that is related to a machine rather than a 

lot, and displaying process parameter trace analysis 

results. Enhancements to the system are becoming 

increasingly difficult due to the limitations of both the 

hardware and software. 

Hardware limitations begin with the system's 64 

kilobyte memory. This is the maximum addressable by the 

microprocessor and is a limiting factor that must be 

considered in any new maintenance requests. Second, the 

microprocessor module is no longer manufactured and 
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Table 2 . 1 PT Applications 

Application 
Name 
ava 

contamten 

contam150 

contam85 

develop 

difurnace 

ellipsometer 

etch 

Type 

metrology 

metrology 

metrology 

metrology 

metrology 

process 

metrology 

process 

Description 

Operator logs lot in . 
System collects measurements as 
wafers are inspected . 
Operator logs lot out . 

Operator specifies tracking ID. 
System collects measurements as 
wafers are inspected. 

Operator specifies tracking ID . 
System collects measurements as 
wafers are inspected. 

Operator specifies tracking ID . 
System collects measurements as 
wafers are inspected. 

System periodically collects 
temperature and pressure 
measurements. 

Operator logs lots in . 
System downloads appropriate 
recipe to equipment and responds 
to sub-recipe requests from 
equipment. 
Lots are processed by equipment. 
Operator logs lots out . 

Operator logs lots in . 
System collects measurements as 
wafers are inspected. 
Operator logs lots out . 

Operator logs lot in. 
System downloads appropriate 
recipe to equipment. 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

Application 
Name 

ftmeas 

hpfurnace 

implant 

lwmeas 

mcetch 

Type 

metrology 

process 

process 

metrology 

process 

Description 

Lot is processed by equipment. 
As each wafer is processed, 
system collects a sensor 
measurement every 2 seconds. 
Operator logs lot out. 

Operator logs lots in. 
System collects measurements as 
wafers are inspected. 
Operator logs lots out. 

Operator logs lots in. 
System verifies that all lots 
use the same recipe. 
Lots are processed by equipment. 
Operator logs lots out. 

Operator logs lots in. 
System verifies dose and energy 
settings. 
Lots are processed by equipment. 
As each wafer is processed, 
system collects a sensor 
measurement every 2 seconds. 
Operator logs lots out . 

Operator logs lot in. 

System collects measurements 
wafers are inspected. 

Operator logs lot out. 

Operator logs lots I 1n. 

System selects appropriate 
equipment-resident recipe. 

as 

Lots are processed by equipment . 

Operator logs lots out . 
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Table 2 . 1 Continued 

Application 
Name 
mloplog 

oplog 

rbetch 

reticle 

ret inspect 

rie 

sem 

sputter 

Type 

process 

process 

metrology 

process 

metrology 

process 

Description 

Operator logs lots in. 
Operator logs lots out. 

Operator logs lot in. 
Operator logs lot out . 

Operator logs lot in. 
System downloads appropriate 
recipe to equipment. 
Lot is processed by equipment. 
Operator logs lot out. 

Operator logs lot in. 
System prompts for reticle ID 
and verifies. 
Lot is processed by equipment. 
Operator logs lot out. 

System collects measurements as 
reticle is inspected. 

Operator logs lots in. 
System selects appropriate 
equipment-resident recipe. 
Lots are processed by equipment. 
Operator logs lots out. 

Operator logs lot in. 
System collects measurements as 
wafers are inspected. 
Operator logs lot out. 

Operator logs lot in. 
System verifies recipe currently 
resident in equipment. 

Operator logs lot out. 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

Application 
Name 
tcetch 

Type 

process 

Description 

- --- --------------- ---·-···-·· 
Operator logs lot in. 
System downloads appropriate 
recipe to equipment . 
Lot is processed by equipment . 
Operator logs lot out. 

availability of other critical components will decrease as 

vendors redesign their products . Third, the serial 

communication interface to the factory management system 

adds to response times, requires its own cabling network, 

and adds considerable hardware complexity (e . g . , 

multiplexers and serial - to-LAN converters) . Finally, the 

microprocessor's limited addressing modes (only two index 

registers and no base registers) increase code complexity 

and prevent straight-forward relocation of software modules. 

One of the major software limitations is a direct 

result of all software being written in assembly language; 

the large amount of source code (relative to a high-level 

language) is difficult to modify and maintain . This problem 

is aggravated by a microprocessor instruction set that 

supports only 8 and 16 bit operands; the size and complexity 

of the code are increased when larger operands are needed . 

The lack of intrinsic floating point arithmetic support 

greatly increases the effort required to implement some 

functions (e . g . , thermocouple voltage-to- temperature 

conversions) and has, at times, resulted in non-optimum 
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design decisions that move the floating point calculations 

to the host system. 

In addition to these limitations, many cycles of 

adaptive maintenance have compromised the original design, 

significantly increasing the effort required to maintain the 

system. For example, as new types of equipment were added 

to the system, many modules incorporated code specific to 

the equipment type. This resulted in multiple versions of 

many modules that contain only minor differences. 

Requirements, Constraints, and Special 
Characteristics 

Several aspects of this system are worth noting. 

First, because new types of equipment are constantly being 

added, ease of adaptive maintenance is extremely important. 

Often, a new equipment type is very similar to an existing 

one; the ability to reuse much of the supporting software 

for an existing machine is not only desirable, but almost 

mandatory in order to keep the amount of source code 

manageable. 

second, high reliability is essential due to the 

embedded nature of the system; the PT computers are located 

in difficult-to-reach locations, have no local console, and 

must be operational 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to support 

the manufacturing operation. The need for high reliability 

is further emphasized by the fact that support personnel are 

not on-site during nights and weekends and must be called 

in, extending the downtime as well as frustrating the 

support staff. 
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Third, the lack of a local console forces 

administrative functions such as reconfiguring for different 

equipment types, system performance reporting, etc . , to be 

done from a remote location via the same communication link 

used by the factory management system. This link must also 

be used to initially load all software since the system 

contains no local mass storage devices. 

Fourth, the system's performance must provide terminal 

response times acceptable to the equipment operators. In 

many cases, dozens of characters are written to the terminal 

in response to a single keystroke; any noticeable delay 

would be unacceptable. Response time is also critical to 

the messaging protocol used to communicate with the 

manufacturing equipment. Delays as short as 100 

milliseconds between character transmissions can cause a 

failure. 

Last, because the manufacturing equipment is spread 

over a wide area, it is desirable to have each system in 

close proximity to the equipment and terminals it serves. 

This allows cable length restrictions to be met, simplifies 

the cable network, and reduces the impact of any single 

system failure. 

Any system designed to replace the Protocol Translator 

must comprehend these characteristics as well as address the 

following: 

1. compatibility is required with the current message 

formats used in communicating with the factory 

management system. 
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2. Compatibility with the existing terminal 

characteristics (display size, keyboard layout, 

communication method) is needed, although the 

ability to handle other formats would be an 

advantage. 

3. The major terminal display update speed limitation 

should be the baud rate (currently 4800), not the 

system response. 

4. Communication via standard equipment interfaces is 

required. 

5. communication via non-standard equipment interfaces 

should be comprehended. 

6. Configuration changes due to equipment relocations 

should have minimal impact on equipment not directly 

related to the relocations. 

7. configuration information should be centralized and 

easy to understand. 
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CHAPTER III 

SOFTWARE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

METHODOLOGIES 

Introduction 

According to Fichman and Kemerer (1992), "A systems 

development methodology combines tools and techniques to 

guide the process of developing large-scale information 

systems" (p . 23). Booch (1991) defines a methodology as 

" · . . a collection of methods applied across the software 

development life cycle and unified by some general, 

philosophical approach" (p. 18) . Berard (1992) cautions 

that the term "methodology" is not used consistently and 

goes on to state that a "complete methodology" provides, in 

addition to a process, notation, and tools, items such as 

cost estimating guidelines, measures and metrics, quality 

assurance policies and procedures, completely worked 

examples, and training exercises. 

Although there may be some disagreement on exactly what 

a methodology should include, most modern object-oriented 

approaches contain elements intended to support the major 

phases of software development. In this chapter, several of 

these approaches are reviewed and one selected for use with 

this project . We begin with a brief history of conventional 

analysis and design from Fichman and Kemerer (1992) . 

Conventional Analysis and Design 

In the late 1960's, significant advances in both 

hardware technology and software development (i.e., 
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high-level language compilers) made the construction of 

larger and more complex software systems feasible. The 

development processes in use at the time lacked sufficient 

depth to address these systems. One of the earliest of 

modern methodologies, the Systems Development Life Cycle, 

was developed to address these inadequacies by organizing 

the development process into discrete project phases. 

During each phase, a formal document was created that served 

as the input to the next phase. 

Structured methodologies began to appear in the 1970's . 

These methodologies were process-oriented, reflecting the 

procedural programming languages and batch processing used 

at the time. Yourdon and Constantine's structured design 

emphasized modularity, loosely coupled modules, and module 

cohesion. Structure charts were used to depict module 

organization. DeMarco added analysis to the structured 

approach and used dataflow diagrams, mini-specifications, 

and a data dictionary to model the system to be developed. 

The purpose of structured analysis was to decompose the 

functionality of the system in a top-down fashion. 

The modeling of real-time systems was the basis for 

structured analysis extensions recommended by ward and 

Mellor. These extensions used entity-relationship diagrams 

and state-transition diagrams to model real-time aspects of 

the problem domain. 

The focus of new software development technologies 

began shifting towards data modeling (and away from process 

modeling) in the late 1970's and early 1980's. The 

fundamentals of data-oriented methodologies were derived 
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from the relational database and entity-relationship models 

developed in the 1970's. This data-oriented approach was 

applied across the complete development cycle with Martin 

information engineering. In addition to using a wide range 

of analysis techniques, this methodology employs several 

common modeling tools such as dataflow diagrams and state

transition diagrams but adds a significant number of new 

tools as well (e.g., action diagram, enterprise model, 

entity-process matrix, and process-dependency diagram) . 

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design 

The history (as described by Martin and Odell, 1992) of 

the technology now referred to as object-oriented dates back 

to the early 1960's. The first language employing object

oriented concepts is now called Simula I. Although 

developed for purposes of system description and simulation 

programming, its users discovered that it was very useful 

for both prototyping and application development. A more 

general purpose version, Simula 67, was defined in 1966. In 

the late 1960's research at the University of Utah and 

Simula's pivotal ideas gave rise to an object-oriented 

language called Smalltalk. A key concept of this language 

was the use of a distinct name to represent a complex 

concept. The term "object-oriented" was coined during the 

work on Srnalltalk. 

As would be expected of a newer technology, object

oriented analysis and design methodologies are not as mature 

as more conventional ones. Berard (1992) compares 10 

object-oriented methodologies and says" ... for all methods 
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reviewed, there still remains a great deal of work to be 

done before these methods are fully elaborated" (p. 6) . 

This is emphasized again in the closing remarks: "No 

methodology was found to be 'complete.'" In the Fichman and 

Kemerer (1992) comparison of both conventional and object

oriented methodologies, it is stated that "None of the 

methodologies reviewed here (with the possible exception of 

Booch OOD [Object-Oriented Design]) has ... achieved the 

status of a widely recognized standard on the order of the 

conventional methodologies of Yourdon and Constantine or 

DeMarco" (p. 38). 

This lack of maturity in object-oriented methodologies 

contributes to several undesirable traits. For example, 

terminology is not used consistently across methodologies. 

A group of interacting objects is referred to by various 

methodologies as a "kit," "subsystem," or "framework." 

"Actions," "operations," "functions," and "services" 

likewise have similar semantics. 

Another example of this immaturity can be found in the 

placement of the boundary between analysis and design. The 

goals of object-oriented analysis and object-oriented design 

are much the same as those of conventional technologies but 

object-oriented analysis and object-oriented design both 

tend to focus (for obvious reasons) on using objects as the 

underlying abstraction. Thi s, along with the general 

maturity level of the technology and the iterative nature 

recommended by most methods, results in a blurred 

distinction between object-oriented analysis and object 

oriented design. As Monarchi and Puhr (1992) put it: 
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In general, the oo [object-oriented] analyst 
may be more concerned with the structure of 
objects and the oo designer with the dynamic 
behavior of objects. But even this is not 
necessarily true. Coad and Yourdon mention state
transition diagrams and other dynamic 
representations as part of OOA [object-oriented 
analysis] , whereas Booch discusses dynamic views 
of the system in OOD. (p. 37) 

This vagueness is also evident in the manner in which 

different reviewers sometime classify the same method as 

analysis, design, or both. 

To minimize the maturity issue, particular attention 

was paid to how the problem was addressed in the reviewed 

literature. Fichman and Kemerer (1992) chose methodologies 

first published as a book or in a refereed journal prior to 

1990. Berard {1992) compares methodologies consisting of a 

notation and a process and also published in book form or as 

a detailed article in a refereed journal. Monarchi and Puhr 

(1992) focus on research from 1988 to 1991 while Wirfs-Brock 

and Johnson {1990) survey less widely known work. From 

these papers, four methodologies were chosen for further 

examination. 

Coad and Yourdon 

coad and Yourdon object -oriented analysis emphasizes 

information modeling {similar to information engineering) 

and is therefore closer to conventional technologies than 

many other object -oriented methodologies. It uses a five

step procedure consisting of the following steps: 

1. find classes and objects, 

2. identify structures, 
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3. identify subject areas, 

4 . define attributes, and 

5 . define services. 

Once objects and classes are identified in step 1, 

relationships between classes are determined in step 2 . 

Step 3 examines top-level objects, grouping them into 

"subject areas." A priority in these groupings is to 

minimize interdependencies between the various subject 

areas. The basic characteristics for the objects are 

defined in step 4 while services performed by objects are 

identified in step 5. 

The primary tools used in Coad and Yourdon object

oriented analysis are the class and object diagram, object

state diagram, and the service chart. The class and object 

diagram contains five layers, each layer corresponding to 

one of the five steps. The layers build upon one another as 

the steps are completed. The object-state diagram is a 

typical state diagram showing all possible states and 

allowed transitions of an object. The use of the object

state diagram illustrates the difficulty in separating 

object - oriented analysis from object-oriented design; a 

state chart is normally associated with design techniques. 

Last, the service chart is similar to a flowchart and 

documents the logic for individual services. 

The design strategy consists of the development of the: 

1. problem domain component, 

2 . human interaction component, 

3 . task management component, and 

4 . data management component. 
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The analysis results are improved and additions made 

during the problem domain component design. The human 

interaction component includes classifying the system's 

users and their tasks, then developing the command hierarchy 

and designing the detailed interaction . The task management 

component identifies tasks and their characteristics (e.g., 

what should cause a task to run and at what priority) . 

Database requirements and specifications are defined in the 

data management component. 

Shlaer and Mellor 

This methodology is based on information modeling but 

supports two additional views of the target system: a state 

model and a process model. The first of these three 

interrelated models, the information model, is developed 

with four steps: 

1 . research, 

2. model development and refinement, 

3 . integration with other models, and 

4. review. 

Four steps are also used for the state model: 

1 . model construction, 

2. state model interaction verification, 

3 . subsystem communication model construction, and 

4 . correctness and consistency review . 

Last, the process model is developed by : 

1. active data flow diagram construction, 

2 . integration with state process tables, and 

3. review. 
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Some of the tools used in the analysis portion include 

the action-dataflow diagram, information structure diagram, 

object-access model, object-communication model, state 

model, subsystem access model, and subsystem communication 

model. The action-dataflow diagram models elementary 

"action" processes while the information structure diagram 

is a variant of the entity-relationship diagram. The 

object-access model shows interactions between the state 

models used for problem domain entities and the subsystem

access model documents interactions between object-access 

models. Interactions between state models and external 

entities are shown by object-communication models while the 

subsystem communication model indicates interactions between 

object-communication models. 

Booch 

Booch pioneered the field of object-oriented design in 

the early 1980's. Rather than a sequence of steps, he 

recommends an iterative and incremental approach. He does, 

however, list four major stages : 

1. identify classes and objects, 

2. identify the semantics of classes and objects, 

3. identify relationships between classes and objects, 

and 

4. implement classes and objects . 

Tools used by the methodology begin with class diagrams 

and templates to depict classes and their relationships. 

Object visibility and message connections are shown with 

object diagrams while timing diagrams give the flow of 
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control and event ordering among objects. The distribution 

of objects and classes among modules is documented by a 

module diagram/template. State-transition diagrams are also 

used . 

Wirfs-Brock, Wilkerson, and wiener 

This methodology is based on a client-server model of 

computing . Systems are composed of server objects that, in 

addition to private responsibilities, provide services to 

client objects. Emphasis is placed on the interact i ons 

between clients and servers (termed collaborations and 

specified by contracts) which results in maximizing the 

level of encapsulation in the design. Unlike other 

methodologies, the initial steps focus on object behaviors 

and interactions rather than the more typical establishment 

of class hierarchies. 

The methodology uses an incremental/iterative approach 

consisting of six steps: 

1. find classes, 

2. find responsibilities and assign to classes, 

3. find collaborations among classes, 

4. define class hierarchies, 

5. define subsystems (groups of strongly interdependent 

classes), and 

6. define class protocols (member function signatures) . 

The methodology recommends several tools. Class cards 

are used in steps 1 through 3 to document class attributes. 

steps 4 and 5 use hierarchy diagrams to show class 

hierarchies, Venn d i agrams to detect overlapping class 
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responsibilities, collaboration graphs to depict 

collaborations between classes and ·subsystems, and subsystem 

cards for describing subsystems. Class and subsystem 

specifications are used in step 6 to add detail to the class 

and subsystem cards . 

Selected Methodology 

Several criteria were used to select the methodology 

for this project. Since the goal of the research was to 

evaluate the effects of object-oriented technology, 

methodologies with strong support of object-oriented 

concepts were given consideration over those with close ties 

to more traditional structured methods. To give a fair 

representation of object-oriented technology, the 

methodology needed to be well accepted, i . e., considered by 

many to be one of the major object-oriented methodologies. 

Also, to insure accurate application to the problem domain, 

it was important that substantial implementation details be 

available for the methodology. Last, the methodology needed 

to comprehend the properties of the problem domain, e.g., 

its size, real-time attributes, and embedded traits. 

Berard (1992) compares methodologies in six major 

areas: concepts, notations, process, pragmatics, software 

engineering support, and marketability. In comparing 

concepts, Booch and Wirfs-Brock are judged the most object

oriented . Coad and Yourdon are next, followed by Shlaer and 

Mellor. An advantage for the Booch methodology is its 

description of several techniques for identifying objects, 

including object-oriented domain analysis. 
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All four methodologies are considered to have well

defined notations. Booch and Wirfs-Brock provide examples 

of the models required for specific problems. In the 

process area, all four methodologies are described as using 

an interactive development life cycle . Booch provides more 

heuristic support than the others. Pragmatics include such 

items as available resources , language suitability, and 

domain applicability. Wirfs-Brock is the only methodology 

with no explicit support of the language C++. It also does 

not provide support for real-time applications as does Booch 

and Shlaer and Mellor . 

Regarding support for software engineering principles 

and goals, Berard (1992) asserts "Booch is the only method 

[which] clearly demonstrates that the developed software is 

modifiable and easy to enhance" (p. 56). Berard (1992) 

also states: 

With regards to support for software 
engineering principles and goals, only Berard and 
Booch stand out. In general, the issues of 
testability, traceability, reusability, and 
conceptual integrity are only lightly addressed, 
if addressed at all, by the other methods 
reviewed. (p. 61) 

Monarchi and Puhr (1992) compare methodologies by their 

support of an analysis procedure (OOA Process), a solution 

domain modeling technique (OOD Process), representations for 

function and control at different abstraction levels, and 

methods for managing the complexity of the system. Table 

3.1 indicates the number of issues addresses by each 

methodology . 
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Table 3.1 Summary of Monarchi and Puhr's Methodology 
Comparison 

Total Coad & Shlaer & Booch Wirfs-
Issues Yourdon Mellor 1 Brock 

OOA Process 10 7 5 8 7 

OOD Process 4 2 0 1 1 
Representations 10 8 7 10 4 

Complexity Mgmt. 4 2 1 2 3 

1 Shlaer and Mellor (1992) is not referenced, possibly 
explaining the low score for OOD Process. 

After reviewing the methodology comparisons, it was 

felt that the selection criteria was best satisfied by the 

Booch methodology. Some key points supporting that 

conclusion are: 

1. The Booch methodology offers a "pure" object

oriented approach, not an adaptation or combination 

of conventional technologies. 

2. It includes procedural methods, a variety of 

modeling tools, and a comprehensive set of 

notations. 

3. Support for real-time application development is 

provided. 

4. It demonstrates that the developed software is 

modifiable and easy to enhance. 

5. The methodology is well established and cited in 

most papers reviewed. 

6. Five hypothetical designs from different problem 

domains are provided. 

7. several techniques for identifying objects and 

classes are described. 
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Booch (1991) describes his process as "round-trip 

gestalt design" rather than top-down or bottom-up. As 

stated earlier, it is an iterative approach to system 

development that incrementally refines the logical and 

physical views of the system at different abstraction 

levels. Key abstractions (potential classes and objects) 

for a given level of abstraction are derived from the 

problem domain vocabulary using any of several recommended 

techniques. Class and object semantics are then developed 

and their boundaries further refined. Next, relationships 

among classes and objects are defined by identifying 

patterns among classes and cooperating groups of objects . 

Visibility decisions are also made. Finally, the resulting 

classes and objects are implemented and assigned to 

appropriate modules . The process is then repeated at a 

lower level of abstraction . 

The process stops when one of two conditions occurs: 

1. when no new key abstractions or mechanisms are 

found, or 

2. when the existing classes and objects can be 

implemented using existing software components. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROBLEM-SPECIFIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

Analysis 

As described in Chapter I, the major goal of 

traditional software analysis is the development of a 

document (the Software Requirement Specification) that 

describes the requirements a proposed software system must 

meet in order to address the needs of its potential users. 

This document is subsequently used by the software 

developers to design the system. For this project, however, 

the software requirements specification's usefulness is 

limited for two reasons. First, the prototype system to be 

developed must provide equivalent functionality to an 

existing system. A few new requirements are also to be 

addressed but for the most part, the existing system itself 

and its maintenance history document the requirements in 

more detail than most requirements specifications. Second, 

the importance of documenting the analyst's findings for use 

by the developer is minimal since one person, the author, 

performs both the analysis and the design. 

While the usefulness of a requirements document is 

limited for this project, the benefits of an object-oriented 

analysis of the problem are not. According to Booch (1991) 

object - oriented analysis identifies potential classes and 

objects while the object - oriented design defines 

functionality and interaction: 

The boundaries between analysis and design 
are somewhat fuzzy, although the focus of each is 
quite distinct . In object - oriented analysis, we 
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seek to model the world by identifying the classes 
and objects that form the vocabulary of the 
problem domain, and in object-oriented design, we 
invent the abstractions and mechanisms that 
provide the behavior that this model requires . 
(p. 141) 

To begin the analysis, candidate classes and objects 

were identified using the sources suggested by Shlaer and 

Mellor (1988) and referenced by Booch (1991). The 

summarized results are listed in Table 4.1. These candidate 

classes and objects are intended to define the problem using 

object-oriented concepts. As such, one might expect some 

but not necessarily all of these classes and objects to 

carry over into the design. 

Preliminary Objects 

From the list of candidate objects, a preliminary 

object diagram (Figure 4.1) was developed. It indicates how 

some of the candidate objects might interact to meet the 

requirements. The arrows indicate "used by" relationships 

and the trailing asterisks distinguish active objects. 

main1 is responsible for creating all other objects, 

both passive and active. It also provides the "login

process-logout-SPC" sequencing by calling member functions 

of operator and lotGroup . Each of lotGroup's member 

functions performs one of the major processing segments of 

the application, (i.e . , login, process, logout, or SPC). In 

doing so, it communicates with the user via operator, the 

1Words distinguished with bold characters are names of 

objects, classes, routines, etc. 
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host computer via host, and the manufacturing equipment via 

machine. 

Table 4.1 Candidate Classes and Objects 

Tangible Things Events Roles 

operator interface An operator logs in login operator 
a lot 

function (command) 

lot number 

machine ID 

operator ID 

parameters 

recipe 

sample _plan 

equipment message 

message block 

message item 

manufacturing 
equipment 

host computer 
interface 

An operator logs 
out a lot 

Data is collected 
from the equipment 

A recipe is 
downloaded to the 
equipment 

logout operator 

While accessing the host computer though network (which 

provides local area network connectivity) , host displays 

status messages via operator . A second instance of network 

allows machine to transfer messages from the manufacturing 
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equipment directly to the host and vice versa. Last, 

equipment provides a low-level interface to the 

manufacturing equipment's communication port. 

equipment* 

operator 

host 

network* network* 

Figure 4.1 Preliminary Object Diagram 

The six active objects are necessary to achieve the 

required level of concurrency. ter.minal must be able to 

respond to keystrokes asynchronous of the services it 

provides to other objects. Both instances of network must 

continually monitor the local area network for possible 

messages from the host computer. equipment and machine, 

addition to providing an interface to the manufacturing 

equipment for main, must allow messages to pass between the 

equipment and the host computer at any time. And last, main 

requires its own thread of control to direct the 

application- specific processing. 

To illustrate object interaction, a login will be used 

as an example. A login consists of the following steps: 

1. Get function (command) and associated data (operator 

ID, equipment ID, and lot numbers) from the 

operator. 
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2. Verify the data with the host computer. 

3. Verify host-supplied data with the operator. 

4. Issue appropriate login transactions to the host. 

5. Prompt operator for any host-requested parameters. 

After initialization, main will obtain the command (in 

this case, "login") and associated data from the operator 

via operator. main then instantiates a lotGroup object and 

sends the operator-entered data to it for verification. 

lotGroup forwards the data to host for confirmation 

with the host computer. host will display communication 

status messages via operator during this process and also 

retrieve additional lot information from the host. lotGroup 

then prompts the operator (via operator) to confirm this 

additional lot information. 

Once the host and operator have verified the data, main 

initiates a login request via lotGroup. lotGroup forwards 

the request to host which transmits it to the host computer, 

receives the reply, then processes any host requests for 

additional data by prompting the operator via operator. 

Preliminary Classes 

The class hierarchies developed during analysis are 

listed in Table 4.2. Even though a two-level hierarchy was 

sufficient to document most of the applications, the depth 

was expected to increase as details were added during 

design. 

The five classes derived from Main account for 

variations in the "login-process-logout-SPC" sequencing 

among applications. For example, furnaceMain's process 
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segment returns to "login" rather than continuing into 

"logout" as etcherMain does . oplogMain has no process 

segment at all. 

Table 4.2 Preliminary Class Hierarchies 

Base Class 
Main 

Operator 

Machine 

Equipment 

Derived Class 
oplogMain 

furnaceMain 

etcherMain 

sputterMain 

llotlmachineOperator 

llotNmachineOperator 

NlotlmachineOperator 

NlotNmachineOperator 

2lot2machine0perator 

metrologyMachine 

processMachine 

SecsEquipment 

implantEquipment 

AnalogDevEquipment 

contamlSOEquipment 

sputterEquipment 

Applications 
oplog 

difurnace, rie 

etch, rbetch, mcetch, 
implant, ftmeas, 
ellipsometer, sem, 
ava, tcetch 

sputter 

etch, sem, ava, 
rbetch, tcetch, 
sputter 

oplog 

ftmeas, ellipsometer, 
mcetch, rie 

difurnace, oplog 

implant 

Operator serves as the base class for five classes 

supporting the different types of "command" prompting. For 
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example, both llot1machineOperator and Nlot1machineOperator 

are used where a terminal supports only one machine. They 

prompt, however, for a single lot number and multiple lot 

numbers, respectively. 

metrology.Machine and procesSMachine, both derived from 

Machine, are intended to provide base classes for all 

measurement and process equipment, respectively. The 

classes derived from the Equipment class provide whatever 

equipment - specific communication processing is required. For 

example, Cont~SOBquipment provides an interface for the 

proprietary protocol used by the vendor of a particular type 

of wafer inspection station. 

Design and Implementation 

The design phase added details to the preliminary 

objects' interfaces, further defined object interactions as 

well as class hierarchies, and defined new classes and 

objects as lower levels of abstraction were studied. The 

operator interface was the first area to be implemented. 

Its design was interactive in nature (as Booch ,1991, 

suggests) but generally proceeded from the lower levels of 

abstraction towards the higher levels, i.e., bottom-up. 

once the supporting implementations were in place for 

the operator interface, focus shifted to the design of the 

PT terminal application. Here, design iteration was so 

predominant that it would be difficult to claim it as either 

bottom-up or top-down. As work in this area progressed, it 

became obvious that the preliminary class structure, which 

was based on a single application, did not address a 
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satisfactory number of the maintenance issues that arise 

when multiple applications are considered. The LotGroup 

class and its derivatives were subsequently replaced with a 

more complex, but flexible hierarchy in an attempt to 

provide a more positive impact on maintenance . 

With regard to the C++ implementation, most member 

functions were declared virtual for maximum flexibility {at 

the cost of some code size and execution speed tradeoffs) . 

Inheritance was usually public for the same reason . 

Terminal Interface 

Terminal and serialinterface Classes 

The initial focus of the design was on terminal and 

operator interfaces. Because the prototype was to be 

developed on a personal computer {PC), it was desirable to 

simulate the physical terminal {manufactured by Oyster 

Terminals Ltd.) on the PC's display . This would eliminate 

the need for the terminal and associated hardware {e.g . , 

serial port and cable) during development. It was also, 

however , desirable to perform final testing on the Oyster 

terminal . These two requirements led to the development of 

the terminal class hierarchy, the lowest level of 

abstraction for the operator interface. 

The hierarchy {Figure 4.2) begins with the abstract 

class terminal. Its member functions can be grouped into 

three categories: terminal characteristics , input, and 

output. Those functions in the terminal characteristics 

category allow one to set or retrieve the number of rows and 

columns the terminal display will support. The single 
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function in the input category simply reads a character from 

the terminal keyboard. The member functions in the output 

category allow one to clear the terminal display, position 

the cursor, ring the bell, and write a character to the 

display. The input and output member functions are pure 

virtual, mandating implementation in the derived classes. 

Member data consists of the display's dimensions (rows and 

columns) . 

terminal serial Terminal oysterTer.minal 

DosTer.minal 

lserialinterface~PCserialinterfacel 

Figure 4.2 Terminal and serial!nterface Class Diagrams 1 

1 In this and following class and object diagrams, normal 
type is used for abstract class names and bold type for 
instance class names. 

terminal is the base class for serialTer.minal and 

DosTer.minal. DosTer.minal is an instance class that emulates 

the Oyster terminal on the PC's console display. Its member 

function implementations make extensive use of the display 

and keyboard I/O routines provided in Borland 

International's C++ compiler package . 

The second class derived from terminal, serialTer.minal, 

is an abstract class that adds a serialinterface object 

pointer to the member data and provides member functions to 

set and retrieve the pointer (the pointer can also be set by 

the constructor) . serialinterface is an abstract class 
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providing member functions to set and retrieve typical 

serial port characteristics such as port name, baud rate, 

parity, number of data bits, and number of stop bits. Two 

additional member functions read and write a character to 

the serial port. serialinterface's single derived class, 

pcSerialinterface is an instance class for accessing either 

of the PC's two serial ports. Borland C++ serial port 

routines are used in the implementation of this class. 

Finally, the instance class oysterTerminal is derived 

from serialTer.minal. It implements an interface to an 

Oyster terminal connected via a serial port. For the 

prototype, this is one of the PC's serial ports. 

For most development work, a DosTer.minal object is 

instantiated. Routines that wish to interact with the 

terminal then do so through DosTerminal's interface. To 

access an Oyster terminal, a PCserialinterface object is 

instantiated and used in the instantiation of an 

oysterTer.minal object. oysterTer.minal then uses 

PCserialinterface for communication (via the PC serial port) 

with the terminal (Figure 4.3) . Since both DosTer.minal and 

oysterTer.minal share the common base class terminal, one can 

be used in place of the other without affecting higher-level 

routines. 

loysterTerminal ~PCserialinterface I 

Figure 4.3 Terminal Object Diagram 
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Field and Template Classes 

The field classes (Figure 4.4) form the next level of 

abstraction. They make use of the terminal and serial 

interface classes previously discussed. The base class, 

field, is an instance class and is intended to instantiate 

objects that define areas on the terminal screen where text 

will be written. The major attributes of a field object are 

the terminal object to use (either a DosTer.minal or an 

oysterTer.minal) , the string of characters to be displayed, 

and its location on the terminal screen. In addition to 

these attributes, the member data also includes the field 

width (in characters), whether or not the field is hidden 

(not displayable) , whether or not it is currently displayed, 

and its type ("output"). Member functions provide the usual 

capabilities to set and retrieve most of the member data and 

the constructors allow definition of the major attributes 

during instantiation. A field object writes its character 

string to the terminal screen when the member function 

display is called (if the "hidden" attribute is not set) 

while a call to erase replaces the displayed string with 

blanks. The member function clearText replaces the internal 

representation of the field's string with blanks. The 

following code fragment instantiates a field object 

containing the string "Now is the time" and displays it on 

the screen (via "aTerminal") at the leftmost position of the 

second row. 

field *fl = new field(aTerminal, 0, 1, 

"Now is the time"); 
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fl->display(); 

The class justPield is derived from field and adds the 

capability of left justifying, right justifying, or 

centering the text string within the specified field width. 

field justPield 

inputPield 

jtemplate I 

(field.List I 

inputControlPield 

jfieldListiterator~fieldListinputiterator l 

lfieldBlement I 
Figure 4.4 Field and Template Class Diagrams 

In addition to the ability to display strings on the 

terminal, it is necessary to input characters via the 

keyboard. The class inputPield was derived from field for 

this purpose. It retains all the display-related 

functionality of its parent class but adds a member function 

called activate that allows the internal character string 

(which can initially be empty) to be modified through 

various keystrokes. Attributes added for input support 

include the cursor posi tion within the field, the number of 

characters input from the terminal, a list of characters 

acceptable for input (validChars), a list of stri ngs that if 

detected, will terminate the activation (termStrings), and a 

list of character/string pairs (fldAccels) that allow 
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expansion of single character abbreviations (called 

accelerators) into character strings. 

An inputPield object is used in much the same way as a 

field object; one begins by instantiating the inputField 

object, specifying its location on the screen, the initial 

character string (if any), and the width of the field (this 

is only one of several constructor options) . In addition, 

the initial cursor position within the field, a list of 

valid characters, and a list of termination characters can 

also be specified (either in the constructor call or by 

calls to appropriate member functions) . The following 

example instantiates and activates an inputField object for 

a field 8 characters in width that begins on the top row in 

the leftmost column. 

inputField *fl =new inputField(aTerminal, 0, 0, 8); 

fl->setValidChars("azAZ"); 

fl->setTermChars("\r\n"); 

fl- >activate(); 

Note that the only characters that will be accepted 

from the keyboard are lower and upper case alphabetic 

characters. This is specified by the setValidChars call; 

each pair of characters in the argument string indicate a 

range of valid characters (e.g . , "az" permits lower case 

letters from "a" through "z"; "AZ" does likewise for upper 

case letters) . The function setTer.mChars defines a list of 

characters, any one of which wi ll terminate keyboard input 

and cause activate to return to the caller (in this example, 
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either a carriage return ("\r") or a linefeed ("\n")). The 

activate function performs the actual input processing. 

Other options include input termination when a specific 

character string has been entered (addTermString) and 

accelerator keys for commonly entered strings (addAccel) . 

An example of the later substitutes the string "login" 

whenever the first character in the field is an "i" or 

"logout" when the first character is an "o". 

addAccel ( 'i', "login"); 

addAccel ( 'o' , "logout") ; 

A template (not to be confused with C++ templates) is a 

group of related field objects (Figure 4.5), the purpose of 

which is to allow one to treat the field objects as a single 

entity (e.g., display the group, erase the group, etc.). 

For example, one might wish to display the following on the 

terminal screen: 

machine: RT405 
operator: 123456 
lot number: 4093456 

This would probably be done with six field objects, one 

for each item. To display the data, the member function 

display would have to be called six times (once for each 

object) . Creating a template object to hold these six 

fields would allow them all to be displayed with a single 
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call to the template's display function. A similar 

convenience exists when all six fields are to be erased. 

template fieldList fieldElement field 

fieldListinputiterator 

Figure 4.5 Field and Template Object Diagram 

A template, however, is most useful when several 

inputFields and their descriptions are to be displayed. 

Suppose the terminal is to be used to prompt for a machine 

name and operator ID and the desired screen format is: 

machine 
[ . . . . . . . . ] 

operator 
[ . . . . . . . ] 

(The periods are not to be displayed; they indicate where 

the two input fields are located . ) This might be done using 

four field objects for displaying text ("machine", 

"operator", "[ ] II 1 and II [ ]") and two 

inputPield objects for input. Associating these six objects 

with a template object allows a single call to the 

template's activate function to process all keyboard input 

for both input fields (special keystrokes allow the user to 

move from one input field to another) . 

The template class internally uses two classes in its 

implementation, fieldList and fieldElement . A fieldList 

object maintains a doubly-linked list of fieldElement 

objects. Each fieldElement object contains a pointer to one 
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of the field objects associated with the template. Two 

"friend" classes are used as iterators for the fieldList 

class. fieldListiterator allows one to move among the field 

objects in a fieldList (either direction) by using the 

overloaded operators "++" and "--" fieldListinputiterator 

does likewise but moves among inputPields, ignoring field 

objects of any other type (its primary use is in the 

template::activate member function). 

The last field class, inputControlField, addresses a 

particular characteristic of the PT terminal-handling 

software: the string entered into a special input field 

(usually labeled "function") determines what other fields 

should be displayed. A typical use of this functionality is 

illustrated by the following example. The initial terminal 

screen might look. something like the following: 

function 
[ ] 

The user types "login". As soon as the "n" is typed 

the screen displays three additional input fields: 

function 
[LOGIN ] 
machine 

[ 

lot number 
[ ] 
operator 

] [ ] 

Had the user typed "logout" instead of "login", only 

two additional input fields would have been displayed: 
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function 
[LOGOUT] 

lot number 
[ ] 

operator 
[ ] 

The benefit of this approach is that only required 

fields are displayed, not a confusing combination of 

meaningful and meaningless fields (e.g . , machine ID is not 

needed for the "logout" function and to display its input 

field would imply that it was) . 

The inputControlPield class is derived from the 

inputField class. It retains all the functionality of the 

inputPield class but adds the member functions addTmplt and 

getTmpltOnScreen. addTmplt adds a keyword/template pair to 

a list internal to inputControlPield. The keyword is simply 

a character string (recall that a template object associates 

a group of field objects). When inputControlField::activate 

is called, it not only processes keystrokes as an inputField 

object would but looks for a match between the field's 

contents and any of the keywords . If a match is found, the 

corresponding template object is displayed and activated. 

Once a termination character is entered (causing 

inputControlPield::activate to return), getTmpltOnScreen can 

be used to determine which template was displayed when the 

activation was terminated . 

operator Interface Summary 

The basic operator interface consist of the following 

instance classes: 

1 . DosTerminal, 
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2. oysterTerminal/PCserialinterface, 

3. field, 

4. j ustField, 

5. inputField, 

6. inputControlField, 

7. template . 

DosTer.minal implements a terminal emulation using the 

PC's console screen and keyboard . oysterTer.minal is an 

alternative to DosTer.minal and provides access to a terminal 

connected via a serial port (PCserialinterface provides the 

serial port interface) . field is the mechanism for 

displaying text on the terminal. justPield is derived from 

field and adds justification capabilities to the displayed 

text. inputfield, also derived from field, allows text to 

be entered and modified from the keyboard . It is the basic 

tool for terminal input . A template is similar to a 

container class in that it maintains a list of field or 

field - derived objects (e.g . , inputPield). This group of 

objects can then be treated as a unit (e.g . , all fields 

associated with the template can be displayed or activated 

via a single call to the appropriate template member 

function) . Last, inputControlField is a derivative of 

inputPield and adds the capability of displaying various 

templates based on the text enter ed f r om the keyboard . An 

inputControlPield is usually a "command" or " f unction" fie l d 

and as such, provides a convenient mechanism f or displaying 

(and activating) only fields appropriate to a given command. 
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PT Application 

PT Application Classes 

The preceding section described the classes and objects 

used for basic terminal I/O. In this section, classes and 

objects used in the implementation of the prototype PT 

application are described. As with the terminal interface, 

the description of the PT application classes will begin at 

the lower levels of abstraction, in some cases building on 

levels defined in the terminal I/O design. 

Seven relatively simple member functions are used by a 

host object to display messages (via field objects) on the 

terminal. For example, the member function 

displayAwaitingLotinfoAck is used by a host object to 

display the message "Waiting for lot information ACK from 

host computer." on the terminal . Placing the text for these 

types of messages in the oper class hierarchy helps insure 

consistent messages throughout the application. Changes to 

messages are also simplified due to their central location 

(i . e., the text is easy to locate since all message text is 

contained in the oper class and its derivatives) . In 

addition to these functions, oper also defines the pure 

virtual function getPunction which must prompt the terminal 

user for the desired command and any related data. 

The instance class metroOperator is derived from oper. 

It defines the getPunction member function and adds a new 

member function , display.MeasScreen . getFunction makes use 

of an inputControlPield object and three template objects to 

prompt for the command (login, logout, pre, post, or 

average) and relevant data (e.g., l ot number, operator ID, 
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machine ID). Cursory validation of data (e.g., the machine 

ID must consist of at least s characters) is performed by 

the private member function checkData. Accelerator keys are 

defined for the inputControlField, allowing a single "i" to 

be used for the command "login", "o" for "logout", "e" for 

"pre", "s" for "post", and "v" for "average". 

The member function display.MeasScreen displays 

information pertinent to processing the lot. For this 

particular application (metrology), items displayed include 

the number of wafers to be measured, the current wafer 

number, and the number of measurements yet to be taken on 

the current wafer . 

Host class 

The host class is an instance class intended to provide 

a high-level interface to the host computer. Its member 

functions mirror the major operations supported by the host. 

For example, the member function login will send a login 

request message to the host, display status messages (both 

internal and host-generated), and prompt for any additional 

information required by the host computer. 

Member functions logout and doSPC perform similar tasks 

to log the lot(s) out and perform SPC, respectively. 

requestRecipe and requestSamplePlan are self-explanatory. 

uploadData is used to transfer data such as measurement 

results to the host any time following a login and prior to 

the logout. 

The implementation of this class is intimately tied to 

the host computer's communication mechanisms (both logical 
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and physical). For this reason the prototype's member 

functions implement only what functionality is required to 

provide a realistic interface to other objects in the 

system; no attempt was made to implement communications with 

the host computer. 

Machine Classes 

The design calls for an active machine object to 

receive data from the manufacturing equipment, filter out 

unwanted data, and make the desired data available to other 

active objects. Because no actual equipment connectivity 

was planned for the prototype, the machine object is 

implemented as a passive object presenting a very 

rudimentary interface. 

The abstract class machine (Figure 4.6) defines the 

pure virtual function readMSgFromMach. The instance class 

metrOMachine, derived from machine, implements 

readMSgFromMach as a simple time delay intended to simulate 

the delay one might expect in awaiting data from an actual 

piece of equipment. The intent is for the metrOMachine 

class to serve has a base class for an assortment of derived 

classes, each supporting a specific type of metrology 

equipment. Similarly, an as yet undefined class derived 

from machine is intended to serve as a base class for 

processing equipment. Obviously, the machine class 

hierarchy will require the addition of a substantial amount 

of detail if a production system is to be developed. 
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lotProcess Classes 

An object instantiated from the lotProcess class 

hierarchy is responsible for performing any processing 

required after the lot is logged in but before it is logged 

out. This can include such items as setting up the 

manufacturing equipment prior to introducing the lot, 

monitoring the equipment as it performs some operation on 

the lot, and uploading data collected from the equipment to 

the host computer. In other words, it provides whatever 

support is needed for the actual processing of the lot. 

!machine ~metrOMachinel 

Figure 4.6 machine Class Diagram 

The hierarchy (Figure 4 . 7) consists of the abstract 

class lotProcess and its derived instance class 

metroLotProcess. All lotProcess member functions are pure 

virtual and are therefore implemented in metroLotProcess. 

As has been the case in several other class hierarchies, 

lotProcess primarily serves as a guide for future 

construction of classes to support other equipment types 

and/or operational sequences. 

llotProcess ~metroLotProcess I 

Figure 4 . 7 lotProcess Class Diagram 

Five of the member functions specified by lotProcess 

are : getSamplePlan, displayMeasScreen, readMSgPromMach, 

extractDataPromMachMBg, and uploadDataToHost. These 
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functions provide support for a typical metrology 

application by: 

1. obtaining the sample plan (e .g., the number of 

wafers to inspect and the number of inspection sites 

per wafer) from the host, 

2. displaying pertinent data on the terminal screen as 

the measurements are taken, 

3. reading the data message from the machine object, 

4. extracting and reformatting the data obtained from 

the machine object, 

5. and uploading the data to the host. 

The remaining member function, go, is responsible for 

the sequencing of these five member functions. For the 

metrology prototype, it uses the information in the sample 

plan to call display.Measscreen, readMsgPromMach, and 

extractDataPromMachMsg for each inspection site, modifying 

the arguments to display.MeasScreen as necessary to display 

the correct wafer number as well as the number of 

measurements remaining on the current wafer. It then calls 

uploadDataToHost to upload the collected data to the host 

computer. 

Referring to the object diagram (Figure 4 . 8), one can 

see that a lotProcess object relies on the host, 

metroOperator, and metrOMachine objects to fulfill its 

duties; the member function getSamplePlan calls 

host::requestSamplePlan to obtain the sample plan from the 

host, metroOperator::display.MeasScreen is used by the member 

function display.Measscreen to display measurement status 

information, readMsgPromMach obtains the measurement data by 
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a call to metrOMachine::readKsgPromMach, and 

uploadDataToHost sends the measurement data to the host via 

host::uploadDataToHost. 

metroLotProcess metroOperator 

metroMachine 

Figure 4.8 lotProcess Object Diagram 

The lotProcess class hierarchy may initially seem 

overly complicated but its design is intended to be flexible 

enough to accommodate other PT applications. Most 

variations between different metrology applications can be 

comprehended by simply deriving a new class and overriding a 

few member functions. For example, if a different physical 

machine is the primary difference between two applications, 

quite possibly the only member function that might be 

affected is extractDataPromMachMsg (due to a different 

format of the data message from the machine object) . In 

this case, a new class might be derived from metroMachine, 

say metroXyZMachine, that inherits all of metrOMachine's 

member functions but overrides extractDataPromMachMsg with a 

new function to obtain the measurement data from a different 

part of the message . Another example would be an 

application that must take various measurement data and 

calculate some number (e.g., the mean or standard deviation) 

and then upload it to the host. This could be done with a 

metroLotProcess-derived class containing a new version of 
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uploadDataToHost that would perform any needed calculations 

before sending the data to host::uploadDataToHost. 

lotMain Classes 

The lotMain class hierarchy (Figure 4.9) was developed 

from the highest level of abstraction of a PT application. 

Like the lotProcess hierarchy, an instance class of the 

lotMain class hierarchy contains protected member functions 

that implement each of the major segments of the application 

(e.g., login, process, logout, SPC). A public member 

function, lotGo, defines the sequencing for the application 

by the order in which it calls the protected member 

functions. 

lotMain oplogMain 

lotProcMain metroLotMain 

Figure 4.9 lotMain Class Diagram 

The base class lotMain contains implementations for the 

application segments login, logout, and SPC (as member 

functions lotLogin, lotLogout, and lotDoSPC, respectively) . 

lotLogin uses the host object's member functions verify and 

login to execute all host transactions necessary to log the 

lot in. Likewise, lotLogout calls host::verify and 

host::logout to log the lot out while lotDoSpc calls 

host::doSPC for SPC processing (refer to Figure 4.10). The 

public member function lotGo is pure virtual and is 

implemented in derived instance classes such as oplogMain. 
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metroLotMain metroOperator 

metroLotProcess 

Figure 4.10 lotMain Object Diagrams1 

1 
Both metroLotMain and oplo~in instantiate a DosTer.minal 
object that is simply passed to the metroOperator 
constructor. metroLo~in also instantiates a metroMachine 
object and passes it to the metroLotProcess constructor. 
DosTer.minal and metrOMachine are not included in the object 
diagram because none of their member functions are 
referenced by metroLo~in or oplog.Main. 

oplogMain implements a typical "oplog" application 

consisting of the segments login, logout, and SPC. Since 

the login and logout functionality is implemented in 

oplogMain's base class, lotMain, oplogMain has only to 

implement the member function lotGo. lotGo first calls 

operator::getFunction to obtain the command (login or 

logout) and related data. It then calls the corresponding 

member function, either lotLogin or lotLogout. If lotLogout 

is called, it is followed by a call to the member function 

lotDoSPC (Figure 4 . 11) . 

The abstract class lotProcMain is derived from lotMain 

and adds the protected member function lotProc. lotProc's 

job is to include the post - login, pre-logout processing 

provided by an object of the lotProcess class hierarchy, in 

this case metroLotProcess. It does this by executing the go 
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member function of the metroLotProcess object. lotProCMain 

is intended to serve as the base class for most applications 

that do some type of processing between login and logout. 

Figure 4.11. oplogMain::lotGo Flow 

metroLotMain is an instance class derived from 

lotProCMain and as such, must implement the member function 

lotGo (defined as a pure virtual function in the base class 

lotMain). metroLotMain::lotGo is similar to 

oplog.Main::lotGo (described earlier) but follows the call to 

lotLogin with calls to lotProc, lotLogout, and lotDoSPC 

(Figure 4.12). 

Modules 

The prototype code is organized into 10 groups of three 

files (see Table 4 . 3) . The first file of a group is the 

header file and is named with a ".h" extension. This file 

contains all class declarations, C++ "template" definitions, 

C++ "typedef"s, and any constants or "define"s. Since each 

class's declarat i on specifies the interface for that class 
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(the accessibility and signature of all member functions), 

the header file also serves as a convenient reference 

document. 

Figure 4.12. metroLotMain::lotGo Flow 

The second file of the group contains all "inline" 

member functions and is named with a ".inl" extension. It 

is associated with the proper ".h" file by an "#include" 

compiler directive at the end of the ".h" file. The purpose 

of this file is to improve readability by separating the 

"inline" functions from the class declarations. If a group 

has no "inline" member functions, a corresponding " . inl" 

file will not exist. The third file of the group contains 

the code for the non - "inline" member functions and is named 

with a ".cpp" extension. 

Two files are not included in any file group, "all.h" 

and "main. cpp". "all.h" contains general-purpose 

definitions that can be referenced by any of the other files 

(e.g., "true" and "false" values). main.cpp is the root of 

the prototype code and is simply a 5 line C++ "main" program 
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that instantiates the lotMain-derived object and executes 

its lotGo member function. 

Table 4.3 Module Organization 

File Group Classes 

machine 

field 

host 

inctlfld 

lotmain 

operator 

sif 

terminal 

tmplt 

lotproc 

machine 

field 
inputField 

host 

inputControlField 

lotMain 
lotProcMain 

oper 

serial Interface 

terminal 
oysterTerminal 

fieldElement 
fieldListiterator 

lot Process 
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metroMachine 

just Field 

oplogMain 
metroLotMain 

metroOperator 

PCserialinterface 

serial Terminal 
DosTerminal 

fieldList 
fieldListinputiterator 

metroLotProcess 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

To evaluate the influence of object-oriented technology 

on the PT system, an analysis was made of two key areas, a 

design developed, and finally a prototype implemented. 

Comparisons were then made between the existing code and the 

prototype to determine advantages and disadvantages of the 

object-oriented approach. 

The first of these key areas, the operator interface 

code, is a major portion of the software and contains many 

of the time-critical functions of interest. It consists of 

the code that displays text on the terminal screen and 

processes keystrokes from the keyboard. The complexity of 

this software and the many variations needed to support 

different types of equipment result in a significant 

contribution to the maintenance of the system. 

The second area investigated is the overall design of a 

typical application, i.e., the high-level core routines and 

associated sequencing . Major maintenance efforts here 

usually focus on reorganizing the logic to match new types 

of equipment or changes in the way existing equipment is 

used. 

Operator Interface 

Introduction 

The purpose of the code described below is to obtain 

from an operator one of five functions to be performed along 
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with other supporting function-specific data. The five 

functions and their supporting data are shown in Table 5.1. 

Operator input is obtained via a terminal connected to 

a serial port. The terminal has a 4 line by 20 character 

display. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5 . 2 show the screen formats 

for the five functions. 

Table 5.1 Operator Interface Functions 

function supporting data 

login lot number, machine ID, operator ID 

logout lot number, operator 

pre operator ID, tracking ID 

post operator ID, tracking ID 

avg operator ID, tracking ID 

Until a valid function is entered, the screen will 

display only the "function" prompt. The area between the 

open and closed brackets is where data typed by the operator 

will be displayed. This area is referred to as the "field" 

and the descriptive title above it as the "field prompt." 

The software has a buffer for each field which contains the 

characters entered by the operator (and displayed between 

the brackets). This is called the "field buffer . " 

function 
[ ] 
machine 

[ 

lot number 
[ ] 
operator 

] [ ] 

function lot number 
[ ] [ ] 

operator 
[ ] 

F 'gure 5 1 Login and Logout Screen Formats l. . 
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The operator will enter special characters called 

"termination characters" to move from field to field and 

also to indicate that data entry is complete. Typical 

termination character assignments are shown in Table 5 . 2. 

function operator 
[ ] [ ] 

tracking id 
[ ] 

Figure 5.2 Pre, Post, and Average Screen Format 

Description of PT Code 

Overview 

As can be seen in the calling-structure diagram, tter.m 

is the mainline . It opens a serial port then calls funpr.mt 

to collect the function to be performed as well as any 

function - dependent data . funpr.mt begins by displaying the 

prompt for the "function" field using w_ term. w term 

displays the text by issuing a write call to the serial port 

driver, p_io, then waiting until the driver indicates the 

operation is complete . 

A "get-function" loop is then entered where r term 

(which issues a read call to the driver and awaits its 

completion) is called to obtain the function from the 

operator . This particular call to r term uses a special 

option that instructs the driver to indicate the read 

operation is complete whenever the field is modified. Upon 

return from r_ter.m, the returned value will indicate if a 

termination character was entered . Unless a termination 
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character is received, funpr.mt next calls verify to validate 

the contents of the function field. verify returns a value 

indicating what function (or accelerator key) has been 

entered. If an accelerator key was entered, abv is called 

to fill the function field with the keyword matching the 

accelerator. abv then displays the function field and 

returns. 

Table 5.2 Termination Characters 

Character Result 

CR (carriage return) 

LF (line feed) 

VT (vertical tab) 

Indicate data entry complete. 

Move to next field (scanning left to 
right, top to bottom) . 

Move to previous field (scanning 
right to left, bottom to top). 

funpr.mt calls functn to display the appropriate 

function-dependent fields on the terminal (if the function 

is invalid, functn erases any function-dependent fields on 

the screen) . functn calls dolot to display the lot number 

field but displays the remaining fields itself. Both functn 

and dolot check a bit flag for each field. If the flag is 

set, the value contained in the field's buffer is displayed, 

becoming the default value for the field. If the bit flag 

is clear, a blank field is displayed and the field's buffer 

is initialized to a null string. Upon return from functn, 

funprmt loops back to the beginning of the "get-function" 

loop and issues the read again . This "get - function" loop 
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continues until the operator enters a termination character 

(CR or LF, VT is ignored) . 

When r_ter.m's return value indicates a termination 

character has been entered and the function field contains a 

valid function, the "get-function" loop is exited and 

funpr.mt examines the termination character. If it is a LF, 

r_ter.m is called for the next field to the right of the 

function field (if no fields are to the right, the next line 

down is considered) . The return value from subsequent calls 

to r _ ter.m are handled similarly, permitting movement to the 

"next" field with a LF keystroke and movement to the 

"previous" field (the field to the left of the current 

field; if none exists, the next line up is considered) with 

a VT keystroke. If movement to a "previous" field makes the 

function field current, the "get - function" loop is entered 

again. 

When a CR is entered from any field, a check is made of 

the contents of all fields applicable to the function 

field's contents . If all (including the function field) are 

valid, funpr.mpt returns, otherwise the first erroneous field 

is made the current field and r_ ter.m called . This will 

repeat until a valid set of data is collected. 

Calling structure 

(names in parentheses are source file names) 

tterm 
p_ open 
funprmt 

wscrst 
w term 

p io 

(ttermS) 
(thrgrdrv) 
( funprmtl) 

(rw_terml) 
(thrgrdrv) 
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s wait 
funwrit 

w term 
p io 
s wait 

r term 
p io 
s wait 

verify 
wfnst 
abv 

funwrit 
w term 

p io 
s wait 

functn 
rfnst 
rscrst 
do lot 

w term 
p_io 
s wait 

w term 
p io 
s wait 

wscrst 
k term 

p ioabt 
rfnst 

( schedull) 

(rw_terrnl) 
(thrgrdrv) 
( schedull) 
(rw_terrnl) 
(thrgrdrv) 
( schedull) 

(rw_terml) 
(thrgrdrv) 
(schedull) 

( rw _ terrnl) 
(thrgrdrv) 
(schedull) 

(rw_ terml) 
(thrgrdrv) 
( schedull) 

(rw_terml) 
(thrgrdrv) 

Note that the depth of the structure increases from 

left to right; i.e., tterm calls p_open and funprmt. 

funpr.mt calls w_term, r_ter.m, verify, etc. 

Function descriptions 

abv writes string into "function" buffer then 

displays buffer . Caller supplies address of 

string . Used to expand accelerator keys. 
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do lot 

functn 

funprmt 

funwrit 

k term 

p_io 

p_ioabt 

p_open 

r term 

Displays lot number prompt. Displays default 

value if required, else initializes field 

buffer . 

Displays fields ("lot number", "machine", 

"operator", "tracking id") based on the value 

contained in the "function" buffer. Handles 

bit flags indicating whether or not to 

display default values for each field . 

Initializes field buffers if no defaults 

specified. 

Prompts for "function." Defaults "function" 

value (funwrit) depending on bit flag. 

Displays fields based on "function" (functn). 

Handles cursor movements between fields. 

Prompts for fields displayed by functn . 

Processes accelerator keys (abv) . Validates 

field contents . 

Write "function" buffer contents onto screen 

in "function" field. 

cancel pending serial port read via p_ioabt. 

Read/write text from/to terminal connected to 

serial port. 

cancel read operation initiated via p io. 

Open serial port for reading and writing . 

Issue serial port read (p_ io), wait for 

completion, then return. 
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rfnst 

rscrst 

s wait 

verify 

w term 

wfnst 

Read value of "function status" variable (see 

Table 5. 3) . 

Read value of "screen status" variable. 

Gives control back to task scheduler. 

Compares contents of "function" buffer to a 

table of valid functions. Returns a status 

indicating the function (login, logout, 

etc.). The table also contains accelerators 

which are treated identically to complete 

keywords. 

Issue serial port write (p_io) , wait for 

completion, then return. 

Write value to "function status" variable 

( see Table 5 . 3 ) . 

wscrst write value to "screen status" variable. 

Table 5.3 Values of "function-status" 

"function status" 
value 

0 

1 

2 

3,4,5 

function description 

invalid Clear last 2 lines. 

login Display "lot," "machine," 
and "employee." 

logout Display "lot" and 
"employee." 

pre/post/avg Display "employee" and 
"tracking id." 

rfnst, wfnstr, scrst, and wscrst are trivial functions 

but are included to emphasize ripple-effect susceptibility. 

Although a detailed description of the terminal driver 
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(containing p io) is not included, it is responsible for 

moving the cursor within a field, checking field boundaries 

to insure the cursor remains within the field, checking each 

input character against both valid and termination character 

lists, erasing the field, etc. Due to its complexity, it is 

documented with approximately soo lines of c-like 

pseudocode . Changes are always made to the pseudocode 

first, then to the actual source code. 

Evaluation of PT Code 

There are several positive aspects to the structure of 

the PT code: 

1. All terminal I/O is isolated in the terminal driver. 

2. The object code size is small and speed is 

excellent. 

Unfortunately, quite a few negative aspects exist as well: 

1. Processing dependent on the value of "function" 

occurs in several places (verify -- validating 

"function," funpr.mt --processing accelerator keys, 

funpr.mt -- validating all data input by the 

operator, and functn -- displaying function

dependent fields) . These usually consist of many 

lines of if-then-else constructs. 

2 . several low- level routines have operand addresses 

hard- coded (e.g., funwrit, rfnst, wfnst, rscrst, and 

wscrst) . 

3. Most critical code is contained in two routines, 

funpr.mt and p_io. Functionality is not 

compartmentalized well . 
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4. Field buffers are modified at several different 

levels of the hierarchy; p_io stores entered 

characters while dolot, functn, and funpr.mt set 

field to empty if the ''default" bit flag is not set. 

5. To pass arguments to the terminal driver, p_io, a 

fairly complex structure is used which supports 

many, sometimes mutually exclusive, options . Usage 

is not at all obvious much less intuitive . 

6. The table used to determine valid functions is also 

used as a dictionary to look up keywords given an 

accelerator character. This is not a bad idea but 

different strings are used for the validation and 

lookup (e.g . , "login" for validation and "login" 

for lookup) . This duplicity results in a least one 

bug; "loginX" is a valid function regardless of the 

value of "X." 

7. Updating the displayed function field is done in two 

places, abv and funprmpt. 

8. Accelerators are hard - coded and affect several 

routines; i.e., adding a new accelerator would 

require changes to several routines as well as a 

table. 

9 . The order in which f ield entry is allowed 

(previous/next relationships) is determined by the 

ordering of code, making changes very time consuming 

and error prone . This i s fur ther complicated by the 

fact that some fields do not always appear on the 

screen (e.g., lot number is not on the pre/post/avg 

screen) . Similar d i fficulties exist in the f i eld 
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verification code; some field validations must be 

skipped depending on the function entered. 

lO.Argurnents to funpr.mt are passed in a global 

structure which also contains elements that funpr.mt 

then modifies (e.g., flags indicating login or 

logout) . It is not easy to determine which elements 

are the caller's responsibility to define and which 

are returned by funpr.mt. A secondary global 

structure was apparently added later to contain 

elements necessary for pre/post/avg input. Both of 

these global structures are modified at several 

different levels of the hierarchy. 

ll.functn displays the machine and operator fields but 

then calls a special function, dolot, to display the 

lot number field. While this may result in a slight 

decrease in code size, logically there is no reason 

to use a separate routine to display the lot number 

field. 

Comparisons 

Many software characteristics have been described that 

impact maintenance to some degree. Two of the most cited 

characteristics are complexity and stability. Complexity is 

related to the effort required to understand a program and 

stability to the resistance of the program to the ripple 

effect (i.e., making a change in one location necessitates 

changes in other locations which can necessitate changes in 

still other locations, and so on) . 
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Whether these are more common because they are less 

abstract than some of the others (e.g., extensibility, 

comprehensibility, modifiability), more easily measured, or 

actually effect maintainability more is open to debate; 

however, it is clear that to properly modify a program one 

must do two things : 

1. understand how the program currently works, then 

2. make the modifications that result in the desired 

behavior. 

Obviously, complexity is associated with the first and 

stability with the second. The following describes how the 

object-oriented prototype code compares to the original code 

in areas concerning clarity and modifiability. 

One of the most noticeable differences between the 

original code and the C++ code can be discovered by 

examining the prototype for the infernal terminal driver 

found in the original code; it is not there . The closest 

resemblance can be found in the member function 

inputPield::activate, but it is only 60 lines long (vs. 500 

lines of pseudocode needed to describe the original terminal 

driver) . The field and inputPield classes reorganize the 

terminal driver functionality into a cohesive set of member 

functions conceptually bound together by the idea of a field 

object. For example, a field is displayed by calling the 

member function display. In order for the terminal driver 

to perform the same function, a global structure must be set 

up with a control code to indicate read or write, 

coordinates to indicate screen position, the address of the 

string to display, etc. The field object also has many of 
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these characteristics but they are defined when the object 

is created and normally not referenced again, dramatically 

simplifying the calling sequence for member functions such 

as display. 

Another area of improvement is in the handling of the 

function-dependent fields. As previously described, 

"function" is examined in four different places in the 

original code. In each instance, several if-then-else 

constructs follow. The prototype isolates the equivalent 

functionality in an inputControlPield object that selects a 

list (actually an object of class template) of function

dependent fields from an array of lists. All subsequent 

processing uses this single list of fields. The order of 

the fields in the list determine their next/previous 

relationships. To change these relationships, all that is 

required is a change in the order in which the fields are 

put into the list. In the original code, the next/previous 

relationships are defined by three-way branches (based on 

the termination character) following each read call of p_io. 

A change in the ordering would require changes to the table 

of valid functions, plus changes to at least two of the 

three-way branches. The addition or deletion of a field 

would require similar changes. 

Accelerator keys are an inherit part of all inputPield 

objects. The object's "using" routine defines a list of 

accelerator/keyword pairs then notifies the inputPield 

object of their existence. No further processing is 

required by the "using" routine. This compares with the 

original code's verify function which identifies the 
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accelerator but relies on the calling routine, funpr.mt, to 

select the appropriate keyword then call abr to substitute 

the keyword for the accelerator. 

The original code validated the contents of appropriate 

fields based on the "function." This was done in funpr.mt 

with another series of if-then-else's. When a list of 

fields is defined in the prototype code, an integer 

identifier is included with each field. To validate the 

list, one simply traverses the list and uses each field's 

identifier to select the appropriate validation rules. This 

works especially well when a specific field is contained in 

multiple lists (e.g., the lot number field is a member of 

both the "login" and "logout" lists); the same validation 

rules will be used regardless of the list because they are 

based on the field identifier. 

The prototype code uses a terminal class hierarchy to 

define the interface for all terminals. The routine using 

field objects instantiates the desired ter.minal object and 

specifies it whenever a field object is instantiated. 

Changing to a different terminal is accomplished with a 

trivial change to the code (i.e., instantiating a different 

terminal object) . The original code has the terminal I/O 

embedded throughout the terminal driver. Changes would be 

required in many different places to support a different 

type of terminal. 

The last point of comparison is speed. Although no 

measurements were taken, there is no noticeable difference 

in the speed with which the prototype system updates the 

terminal screen versus the original system. This will need 
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to be reevaluated once the prototype system is converted to 

a production system. 

PT Applications 

Introduction 

There are currently over 20 variations of the PT 

application software, each variation usually supporting only 

one or two types of equipment. Most of these applications 

fall into two categories: those that support process 

equipment and those that support metrology equipment . A 

third, smaller category (referred to as "oplog"} consists of 

applications that support no equipment. These "oplog" 

applications are largely composed of the login and logout 

code common to various applications in the other categories. 

The applications within each category can be divided 

into two groups: those which handle a single lot and those 

which handle multiple lots (see Table 5.4}. As a result, 

applications within a category tend to have similar 

processing code while applications in the same group (even 

if the categories differ} tend to have similar login and 

logout code. The net result is great deal of code 

duplication between applications. 

would an object-oriented design of a typical PT 

application offer any significant improvements, especially 

in areas pertaining to maintenance? To answer this 

question, the following steps were taken: 

1. A recent PT application currently undergoing 

maintenance was selected. 
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2. The functionality needed for an object-oriented 

design was extracted from the application (i.e., the 

core routines most likely to be maintained were 

identified and studied) . 

3. An object-oriented design was done of the 

application and prototype code written . In the 

design, commonality with other applications was 

given consideration. 

4 . The original application was compared with the 

object-oriented prototype. 

Table 5 . 4 Types of PT Applications 

category 
processing 

metrology 

oplog 

group 
single lot 

multiple lot 

single lot 
multiple lot 

single lot 
multiple lot 

Overview of PT Applications 

Directory structure 

Each application has its own directory and its own 

main, even if it is identical to another application's main . 

Three additional directories contain most of the common 

code. "com" and "pt5" contain the system routines and "gen" 

contains general purpose routines. "pt5" contains system 

software changed for a major revision of t he operating 
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system ("com" contains the older system software plus 

routines that did not change during the revision) . 

Metrology applications 

These applications read measurement data directly from 

some type of inspection equipment. There are three types of 

applications: 

1. Lot-oriented. An operator logs a lot in, takes 

measurements, then logs the lot out. Applications 

are ava, ellipsometer, lwmeas, ftmeas, and sem. 

2. Non-lot-oriented. An operator specifies a "tracking 

ID," takes measurements, then moves the "tracking 

ID" to another "state." 

3. Non-lot-oriented, no operator interface. When 

measurements are received from the equipment, they 

are uploaded to a fixed "tracking ID" and "state." 

Existing applications1 are: 

ava 

develop 

ell ipsometer2 

ret inspect 

ftmeas 

(derived from sem, almost identical), 

(similar to retinspect, no terminal), 

(multiple lot) , 

(no terminal) , 

(multiple lot, very similar to 

ellipsometer), 

1All applications are single lot unless otherwise 
noted . 

2The ellipsometer was originally derived from the 
ftrneas. After enhancements were made to the ellipsometer 
(measurement reject capability), the ftmeas was replaced 
with a version derived from the ellipsometer. 
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lwmeas3
, 

sem {derived from lwmeas) , 

contamten4 
{derived from contamlSO), 

contamlSO, and 

contamss (very similar to contamten) . 

Process applications 

These applications are concerned with reducing 

misprocessing by insuring the manufacturing equipment is 

properly set up before the material is run. All are lot 

oriented and enclose the setup portion in a login/logout 

sequence very much like the lot-oriented metrology 

applications. Three setup methods are used: 

1. download the correct recipe to the machine (etch, 

rbetch, difurnace, tcetch), 

2. download the recipe name to be used (mcetch, rie), 

or 

3. verify the existing set up (implant, sputter, 

reticle) . 

3 The lwmeas was derived from the ftmeas but is single 
lot rather than multiple lot. The sem came from the lwmeas 
and the ava from the sem . The lwmeas and sem were initially 
almost identical but they have grown apart somewhat. 
Likewise the sem and ava are virtually identical (ava is a 
new application) . 

4The contamten was derived from contamlSO. Contamten 
contains code to set the machine up to collect the desired 
data. contam85 was derived from contamten but has radically 
different setup code. 
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Existing applications5 are : 

mcetch (multiple lot}, 

implant (2 lot), 

etch, 

rbetch, 

rie (multiple lot}, 

sputter (3 lot), 

difurnace (multiple lot), and 

tcetch . 

Miscellaneous applications~ 

These applications are just the login/logout sequences. 

They are used where equipment connectivity is not feasible 

but a local, standard operator interface is desired: 

oplog 
mloplog 
hpfurnace 

(single lot oplog), 
(multiple lot oplog), and 
(multiple lot oplog with persistent lot 
numbers) . 

Selection of Prototype 

The sem (scanning electron microscope) application was 

chosen for comparison with the object-oriented design. It 

is one of the more recently completed applications and 

therefore incorporates all of the latest revisions of 

software . 

5All applications are single lot unless otherwise 

noted . 
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An analysis of the sem application code was conducted . 

A description was then written for each routine and all 

references were noted . The final result was a map 

describing where each routine was referenced. The map was 

then condensed by removing routines that were: 

1. part of the operating system (e .g., 

allocate/deallocate memory), 

2. general-purpose utilities (e.g., convert an integer 

to an ASCII string), and 

3. unlikely to be separate routines in a c 

implementation (e.g . , access an element of an 

array) . 

The intention of this process was to identify a core 

set of routines that expressed most of the functionality of 

the application and at the same time, eliminate routines 

that would probably not exist in high - level language 

implementation. This procedure resulted in an 79% reduction 

in the number of routines (68 vs. 14) but only a 40% 

reduction in lines of code (4229 vs. 2549). 

Description of Selected PT Application 

overview 

In this application, two tasks are used. The primary 

task is called the terminal task. semter.m is i ts mainline . 

A secondary task, called the equipment task, is responsible 

for actually receiving data from the equipment and sending 

it to the terminal task. Only the terminal task software is 

considered here. 
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semter.m first does some initialization (open ports and 

queues, set the baud rate, etc.) then calls slmmpr.mt. 

slmmpr.mt prompts the operator for the function to be 

performed (login or logout) and the associated data (lot 

number, operator ID, etc.). When slmmpr.mt returns, smslog 

is called. By issuing several transactions to the host 

computer, smslog validates the data entered by the operator, 

then calls dstat to process any requests from the host. 

Usually, the host sends several status messages which dstat 

displays to the operator. The host can optionally request 

additional processing-related data and if so, dstat calls 

oinkput to prompt the operator. Upon return from dstat, 

smslog issues a transaction to either associate the lot with 

a machine (login) or disassociate the lot from a machine 

(logout). 

semter.m next calls movem to store the lot number, 

logpoint, and operation. If the function is logout, spc is 

called. It issues host transactions requesting results of 

any statistical process control (SPC) calculations the host 

may have done on data collected at the current operation. 

If the function is login, semter.m calls getissd to 

obtain sampling information from the host (e.g., number of 

measurements to expect) . buildp is called to construct the 

message that will be sent to the equipment task prior to 

each measurement. measton initializes what is basically an 

array of data structures in which the measurement data will 

be placed. lotpud does the initial construction on the 

message that will eventually be used to send the measurement 

data to the host. 
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semter.m next enters a loop where the appropriate number 

of measurements are collected. The operator may optionally 

be prompted for the wafer number to be inspected, and if so, 

sndwaf is called to send the wafer number to the equipment 

task so it can be returned with each measurement. The 

message constructed by buildp is now sent to the equipment 

task, instructing it to send the next measurement received 

from the equipment to the terminal task. When the equipment 

task sends the measurement, semter.m calls addton to store 

the measurement data. When all measurements are collected, 

the loop is exited and addpud called to copy the data from 

the array used by measton and addton to the message 

previously set up by lotpud . sndpud then sends the message 

containing the cumulative measurement data to the host . 

Last, smslog is called to perform a logout followed by a 

call to spc. semter.m then loops back to the slmmpr.mt call, 

beginning the sequence again. 

Calling structure, condensed 

(names in parentheses are source file names) 

semter.m 
addpud 
add ton 
buildp 
getissd 
lotpud 
measton 
movem 
slmmprmt 
smslog 

dstat 
oinkput 

(semterm2) 
{addpud2) 
(addtonl) 
(bui1Glp2) 
(getissd4) 
(pudmsg6) 
(measton) 
(movem3) 
(slmmprmS) 
(smslog2) 
(dstatl) 
(oinkputl) 
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sndpud 
sndwaf 
spc 

(pudmsg6) 
(scanwaf2) 
(spc4) 

Note that the depth of the structure increases from 

left to right; i.e., semter.m calls 12 subroutines including 

addpud and smslog. smslog calls dstat which calls oinkputl. 

Function descriptions 

addpud 

add ton 

buildp 

dstat 

getissd 

lotpud 

measton 

movem 

oinkput 

Appends measurement data from an array to 

the message that will eventually be sent to 

the host. 

Places the measurement data into an array. 

Constructs a message to be sent to the 

equipment task instructing it to forward 

the next measurement from the equipment . 

Processes requests from the host to display 

messages and/or prompt the operator for 

information. 

Requests sampling information from the 

host. 

Initializes the message to be sent to the 

host containing the cumulative measurement 

data. 

Initializes an array for measurement data 

storage . 

Stores lot number, logpoint, and operation. 

Prompts the operator for information 

requested by the host. 
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slmmpr.mt 

smslog 

sndpud 

sndwaf 

spc 

Prompts the operator for function, lot 

number, machine ID (login only), and 

operator. 

Validates operator-entered data from 

slmmpr.mt with the host, prompts for 

additional data if necessary, and issues a 

login or logout request to host. 

Sends the message containing the cumulative 

measurement data to the host. 

Sends the wafer number entered by the 

operator to the equipment task. 

Requests SPC results from the host, 

displays them to the operator, then 

collects any comments required by the host. 

Evaluation of PT Code 

An advantage of the PT code is that it contains much of 

the application-specific logic in one program, semter.m. 

This decreases ripple effects and also allows one to more 

easily follow the main actions of the application (i.e., 

they are not scattered over a plethora of subroutines) . 

However, there are several disadvantages: 

1 . when a new application is needed, a copy of the main 

program from one of the existing applications is 

normally used as a starting point. This results in 

much code duplication across the main programs. 

2. The subroutine smslog is by far the largest single 

routine. It is unwieldy and difficult to follow. 
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3. The main program is also quite large, requiring 

considerable effort to understand and modify. 

Note that slmmpr.mt contains most of the code previously 

compared to the operator interface design and is therefore 

not included here. 

Analysis of Results 

The following lists the original 14 routines and gives 

where their functionality was found in the object-oriented 

design: 

addpud 

add ton 

buildp 

dstat 

getissd 

lotpud 

me aston 

movem 

oinkput 

slmmprmt 

Functionality included in 

lotProc::extractDataFromMachMsg. 

Functionality included in 

lotProc::extractDataFromMachMsg. 

Not needed. Equipment data processed by 

lotProc::extractDataFromMachMsg. 

Functionality included in host::login and 

host: :logout. 

Analogous to host::requestSamplePlan. 

Functionality included in host::uploadData. 

Functionality included in 

lotProc::extractDataPromMachMsg. 

Not needed. unimplemented "lot" class will 

retain all lot data. 

Functionality included in host::login and 

host:: logout. 

Analogous to operator::getPunction. 
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smslog 

sndpud 

sndwaf 

spc 

Analogous to lotMain::lotLogin and 

lotMain.lotLogout. 

Analogous to host::uploadData. 

Not needed. Equipment data processed by 

lotProc::extractDataFromMachMsg. 

Analogous to lotMain::lotDoSpc. 

As can be seen, the 14 original routines map to 9 

member functions of the object-oriented design. These 9 

member functions are contained in 3 classes {metroLotMain, 

host, and metroLotProcess) which have an additional 6 member 

functions for a total of 15. These additional member 

functions contain little functionality but provide the 

flexibility needed to fit the design to other applications. 

The original code largely executes a series of 

sequential steps {i .e., login, process, logout, SPC}. Not 

surprising, the prototype code's control flow is also 

sequential in nature. The result is that the prototype 

basically just organizes the functionality into a different 

set of routines . This leads to the conclusion that the 

basic software design did not change significantly. 

The prototype provides a minor benefit by associating 

routines (via classes} that support a given function {e .g., 

the metroLotProcess class contains all the routines needed 

to support the lot processing that occurs between login and 

logout} . This is considered a minor benefit since so few 

routines are involved. A somewhat more significant benefit 

is provided by the abstract base classes; they provide a 

template showing how future subclasses should be 
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constructed . This should allow the overall design to better 

endure repeated maintenance and increase the useful lifetime 

of the system . 

It proved considerably more difficult, compared to the 

operator interface, to develop a suitable object-oriented 

design for the PT application. Two factors contributed to 

this. First, there were few physical objects on which to 

base the analysis. This resulted in several esoteric 

classes that provided less comprehensibility than desired. 

Second, it was difficult to keep in mind all the differences 

and commonalities among the many variations of PT 

application software, i . e., a design flexible enough to be 

used for most applications was much more difficult to 

develop than a design for only a single application. It 

was, however, in the area of multiple applications that the 

most significant improvements were seen. 

The object-oriented organization of the prototype code 

divided the large main program's functionality into segments 

(i.e., objects} more easily shared between different 

applications, eliminating much of the duplication found in 

the original code . While this could be achieved with a 

conventional design, the result would necessarily involve 

multiple versions of many routines (some with only minor 

differences} to account for functional differences between 

applications. This would have the undesirable effect of 

making the code more difficult to understand {more routines 

to track) as well as increasing the effort required to make 

changes (a modification might affect several similar 

routines) . 
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In contrast, the structure imposed by the class 

hierarchies in the prototype improved comprehension by 

indicating code similarities via class relationships (i.e., 

similarities in sibling subclasses, each used by a different 

application, can largely be determined by examining the 

parent class for member functions inherited by the 

subclasses. Likewise, differences are identified by 

examining member functions in the subclasses that are not 

contained in the parent or override those that are) . For 

example, examination of the class definitions for 

lotProCMain and oplogMain reveals the primary differences 

as : 

1. descendants of lotProCMain have an additional member 

function, lotProc, and 

2. the member function lotGo is different. 

Similarities can be seen in the parent class, lotMain; the 

member functions lotLogin, lotLogout, and lotDoSpc are 

identical for both lotProCMain and oplogMain. 

In addition to improving the understandability of the 

code, a more direct effect on maintenance can be illustrated 

with an example of a typical modification. Assume the 

prototype application is to be used in a different 

manufacturing area, one in which the sequence the operator 

performs is slightly different. The allowable sequences in 

the sem application are illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5 . 3 indicates that from "main menu," the 

operator may choose "login" or "logout . " From "login," the 

operator may go back to "main menu" (an abort) or continue 

to the "process" state . The "logout" state can be entered 
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either by a selection from "main menu" or by completing the 

"process" step. In either case, the only exit from "logout" 

is back to "main menu." 

Figure 5 . 3 Example Control Flow 

In the new manufacturing area, all lots must be 

approved by an inspector before being logged out. To allow 

the operator to process the next lot while the inspection of 

the previous lot is taking place, the exit from "process" 

must be changed from "logout" to "main menu" (Figure 5.4). 

Figure 5.4 Example Control Flow (Modified) 
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With the current, conventional system, the following 

steps would be taken: 

1. The main program, semter.m, would be copied to a new 

file, say semterm2. 

2 · A minor change to semterm2 would cause the "process" 

portion of the routine to branch to "main menu" when 

finished rather than to the "logout" code. 

This would result in a new, rather large program, 

semterm2, to maintain that is almost identical to semter.m. 

The major disadvantage is that any future changes to code 

common to the two would obviously require changes to both. 

Also, the likelihood of this occurring is fairly good since 

so much of their code is identical . If several more new 

applications were eventually derived from these (a 

historical fact with the current software) , the effort 

required to make a relatively simple change could be much 

larger than expected due to the code duplication across 

applications. 

With the prototype design, the allowable transitions 

between states are contained in the member function lotGo of 

the class metroLotMain. The following steps would make the 

changes necessary to meet the new requirements: 

1. A new class, derived from metroLotMain would be 

defined; call it metro2LotMain . This would require 

the addi tion of about 8 lines of code to the file 

"lotmain. h" . 

2. metro2LotMAin would have its own lotGo member 

function (placed in the file "lotmain.cpp"), 

overriding the one inherited from metroLotMain. 
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This lotGo would be a copy of metroLotMain::lotGo 

(17 source lines) with two statements removed. 

3. A new main program (4 source lines) would be written 

that references metro2LotMain rather than 

metroLotMain. 

These changes are somewhat more extensive than those 

required to the current system, but in both systems they are 

relatively minor. The benefit, however, stems from the fact 

that very little code was duplicated between the two 

applications in the prototype. This significantly improves 

the odds that future maintenance will not require identical 

changes to multiple routines. 

Placing similar routines in a class hierarchy does have 

a potential disadvantage; a given application using a 

specific derived class will contain the code for all other 

classes of the hierarchy, whether they are needed or not. 

Carried to the extreme, one could have a single application 

that contained the code (much of it unreferenced) for all 

other applications. This may be a rather minor disadvantage 

but in any case its impact could be minimized by limiting 

the depth and breadth of critical class hierarchies and the 

judicious use of C++ "templates," which generate no code 

unless referenced. 

A positive aspect of this class hierarchy, however, is 

that the prototype could fairly easily be made to support 

different applications from a single terminal by simply 

destroying the high-level objects for the current 

application and instantiating new ones for the alternate 

application . Although this capability does not exist in the 
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PT software (adding it would be a tremendous task), several 

maintenance requests have been rejected in the past where 

this capability could have be used. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

Preface 

As discussed in Chapter I, the maintenance cost of a 

typical, non-trivial software system is a significant 

proportion of the total lifetime cost of the system, 

including the original development . Given this situation, 

it stands to reason that improvements in the maintainability 

of a software system can provide a significant reduction in 

the total cost . Towards this end, several aspects of the 

object-oriented paradigm hold the promise of improving the 

maintainability of software: 

1. the object abstraction provides an intuitive means 

of dealing with complexity, 

2. encapsulation of both data and procedures within the 

object enhances comprehension, 

3. implementation details are concealed by permitting 

public access only through the object's defined 

interface, 

4. modularity partitions the software into manageable 

portions, and 

s. class hierarchies give organization to the objects. 

The objective of the work presented in this paper was 

to determine if an object-oriented design of a real, 

tangible system can significantly improve maintenance while 

meeting system requirements and constraints. To accomplish 

this, the following strategy was employed: 

1. analyze an existing system, 
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2. design an object-oriented replacement, 

3. prototype critical portions, and 

4. evaluate the results. 

Summary of Results 

No difficulties were encountered in meeting the 

requirements and constraints of the existing system. A 

particular area of concern was the response time seen by the 

user. The speed advantage held by the prototype's hardware 

over the existing system proved to be more than adequate to 

overcome the inefficiencies (compared to the existing 

system's assembly language) introduced by both the object

oriented design and high-level language (C++). 

The Booch methodology used for the prototype's 

development was entirely adequate for the task at hand. The 

primary drawback (shared with most object - oriented 

methodologies) was the notation suggested for expressing the 

design. While this notation is quite impressive in the 

amount of information it can convey, the generation of the 

notation with any general-purpose software tools (editors, 

word processors, etc.) is virtually impossible. To be fair, 

a specialized software package is available for use with the 

Booch methodology which probably does a fine job of 

producing the notation but its cost precluded its use for 

this project. 

Turning to maintenance issues, the prototype operator 

interface code's comprehensibility is much better than the 

PT code. This is largely attributable to the logical 

distribution of the existing terminal driver's functionality 
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into several objects associated by "using" relationships 

(e.g . , operator-+ template-+ field-+ terminal). Also, 

the object-oriented characteristic of grouping functions 

with related data significantly simplified the interface to 

the terminal driver functionality; several routines are used 

in the prototype to specify various parameters (e.g., field 

location and field width) . This contrasts with the PT code 

in which all parameters and return values are communicated 

to a single routine (the terminal driver) via a global data 

structure. Member function default arguments also played an 

important role in this simplification. 

The prototype replaced the 3 - way branches responsible 

for activating various fields with a much more intuitive and 

easily modified ordered list. There were also several 

nontrivial operations distributed among several unrelated 

routines in the PT code (e.g . , accelerator key processing) 

that were consolidated into a single function in the 

prototype, clarifying the design. And while not a 

requirement, the class structure of the prototype easily 

accommodated code to handle different types of terminals. 

This contrasts to the PT terminal driver which has an 

abundance of embedded terminal-specific code. 

For a single application, the level of difficulty and 

the effort required for the object -oriented analysis and 

design phases were felt to be comparable to those of a more 

conventional approach. In addition, no inherit reduction in 

complexity or significant increase in comprehensibility was 

noted in the prototype (consolidating the data collection 

functionality in the existing equipment and terminal tasks 
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eliminated some minor subroutines, otherwise, there was no 

significant simplification of logic) . The abstract classes 

should, however, allow the design to better withstand 

repeated maintenance. 

A greater gain was seen when the object-oriented design 

was applied to multiple applications. By dividing the large 

main program into numerous routines organized by a class 

hierarchy, a very significant reduction was seen in code 

duplicated across applications. This organization and 

reduced duplication impacts maintenance by: 

1. improving comprehension through clarification of 

similarities and differences between different 

applications, 

2. dramatically decreasing the chance that some future 

maintenance modification will have to be made to 

multiple, almost identical, routines, and 

3. documenting much of the original design decisions 

with abstract classes. This was a minor benefit 

with a single application but is much more 

significant when dealing with multiple applications; 

the effects of design corruption are multiplied by 

the number of individual applications. 

In creating a design that comprehends multiple 

applications, classes are used that are not associated with 

any physical entity and therefore not very intuitive. It is 

debatable whether or not this is a "good" usage of object

oriented design. Several of the classes are what Booch 

(1991) considers a "virtual machine abstraction": 
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From the most to the least useful, these kinds of 
abstractions include the following: 

Entity abstraction 

Action abstraction 

Virtual machine abstraction 

Coincidental abstraction 

An object that represents 
a useful model of a 
problem-domain entity. 

An object that provides a 
generalized set of 
operations, all of which 
perform the same kind of 
function. 

An object that groups 
together operations that 
are all used by some 
superior level of 
control, or operations 
that all use some junior
level set of operations. 

An object that packages a 
set of operations that 
have no relation to each 
other. 

We strive to build entity abstractions, because they 
directly parallel the vocabulary of a given problem 
domain . (p . 40) 

On the other hand, the many variations of the existing 

system required to support different applications may not be 

a maintenance problem typical of the vast majority of 

software systems, and as such, this use of classes might be 

considered quite acceptable. 

Future work 

A full implementation of the design put into a 

production environment for a reasonable period of time would 

pe~it one to actually measure the maintenance impact of the 

design. It would also be interesting to see what, if any, 
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advantages object-oriented databases might offer. Also, a 

new, conventional design could be done utilizing modern 

configuration management tools and compared to the object

oriented version. It would be much easier to find useful 

metrics to use in the comparison since both would be in a 

high-level language and run on similar hardware. 
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Header File: all.h 

II 
II all . h 
II 

general purpose stuff 

#if !defined( __ ALL_H) 
#define __ ALL H 

enum Bool { false, true }; 

enum { LF = '\n' } ; II ASCII line feed 
en urn { VT = ' \v' } ; II ASCII vertical tab 
enum { CR = '\r' } ; II ASCII carriage return 
enum { BS = ' \b' } i II ASCII backspace 
en urn { HT = '\t' } i II ASCII horizon tab tab 
en urn { ESC = '\033' } i II ASCII escape 

II 
II strAssoc -- a pair consisting of a c string and an 
II object. Used to make "dictionaries" with 
II a character string for a keyword and any 
I I type of "definition". 
II 
template <class T> 
class strAssoc { 

public: 
strAssoc() ; 
strAssoc(const char *aKey, T aDef) ; 
inline char *getKey (void) canst; 
inline T getDef (void) canst; 

} ; 

inline int 
protected : 

char *key; 
T def; 

private: 

operator== (canst strAssoc& e); 

II key string 
II object 

#include "all .inl" 

#end if I* _ ALL_ H *I 
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Header File: field.h 

II 
II field.h -- field classes 
II 
II class: field 
II Instance class to define fields to be displayed. 
II on a terminal. 
II 
II class: justField superclass: field 
II Instance class to define fields to be displayed . 
II Supports text justification. 
II 
II class: inputField superclass: field 
II Instance class to define fields intended for 
II user input. 
II 
II Notes: 
II An inputField must be displayed before it can 
II be activated (note that any field, including this 
II one, cannot be displayed unless the "visible" flag 
II is true). 
II 

#if !defined( __ FIELD_H) 
#define FIELD H 

#include <String.h> 
#include <Bags.h> 
#include "all.h" 
#include "terminal.h" 

II 
11 definitions of a bag containing elements consisting 
11 of two strings - a key and a definition. 

II 
typedef strAssoc<char *> strStrAssoc; 
typedef BI_BagAsVector<strStrAssoc> strStrBag; 
typedef BI_BagAsVectoriterator<strStrAssoc> 

#define OUTPUT_FIELD_TYPE 
#define INPUT_FIELD_TYPE 

strStrBagiterator; 
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#define INPUT_FIELD DFT VALIDCHARS " ... " 
#define INPUT FIELD DFT TERMCHARS "\r" 
#define - - -

INPUT FIELD CURSORLEFT '\b' - -#define INPUT FIELD CURSORRIGHT '\t' - -#define INPUT FIELD OKAY (0 << 8) - -
#define INPUT FIELD NOTONSCREEN (1 << 8) - -
#define INPUT FIELD TERMSTRING (2 << 8) - -
#define BELL ERROR DURATION 100 - -
#define BELL OKAY DURATION 50 - -

enum fldJust { noJust, leftJust, rightJust, centerJust }; 

class field { 
public: 

field (void) ; 
field(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, 

char *text= NULL); 
field(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, int width, 

char *text= NULL, Bool visibility= true); 
-field (void) ; 
inline 
inline 
inline 
inline 
inline 
virtual 
inline 
inline 
inline 
inline 

inline 
inline 
virtual 

protected: 
int 
int 
int 
Bool 

int 
int 
int 
Bool 
terminal 
void 
char 
Bool 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

theX; 

getX (void) ; 
getY (void) ; 
getWidth(void); 
isvisible (void) ; 

*getTerminal(void); 
getText(char *pBuffer); 
getFieldType(void); 
isOnScreen(void); 
setx ( int x) ; 
setY ( int y) ; 
setWidth(int width); 
setVisibility(Bool visibility); 
setTerminal(terminal *pTerminal); 
setText(char *text); 
clearText (void); 
display (void); 
erase(void); 

theY; 
theWidth; 
theVisibility; 

II x coordinate 
II y coordinate 
II width (characters) 
II displayable ? 
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terminal *pTheTerminal; II terminal to use 
char *pTextBuffer; 11 characters to be displayed 
Bool onscreen; II field displayed ? 
char fieldType; II field identifier 
void writeToScreen(void); 

private: 
} ; 

class justField : public field { 
public: 

} ; 

justField(void); 
justField(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, 

char *text) ; 
justField(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, 

int width, char *text, Bool visibility = true, 
fldJust justification= noJust); 

inline fldJust getJustification(void); 
inline void setJustification(fldJust justification); 
virtual void setText(char *pText); 

protected: 
fldJust theJustification; II text justification 
virtual void justify(char *pText); 

private: 

class inputField : public field { 
public: 

inputField(void); 
inputField(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, 

char *pText); 
inputField(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, int width, 

char *pText = NULL, Bool visibility = true, 
int cursorPosition = 0, 
char *pValidChars = NULL, 
char *pTermChars =NULL); 

int activate{void); 
void deactivate{void); 

inline int getCursorPosition{void); 
virtual void getText(char *pBuf fer); 
inline void getValidChars(char *pBuffer); 
inline void getTermChars(char *pBuffer); 
inline int getNumCharsinput(void); 
virtual void setText(char *pText); 
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inline void setCursorPosition(int x); 

protected: 

void setValidChars(char *pValidChars); 
void setTermChars(char *pTermChars); 
void addAccel(const char accel, 

canst char *pDefinition); 
void addTermString(const char *pTermString, 

canst char termChar); 

int theCUrsorPosition; II cursor position in field 
int numCharsinput; II # characters input so far 
char *pTheValidChars; II valid characters 
char *pTheTermChars; 11 termination characters 
strStrBag theFldAccels; II accelerators 
strStrBag theTermStrings; II termination strings 
int matchChar(char *charList, char c); 
void procAccel(void); 
Bool procTermString(char& termChar); 
virtual void procFieldMods(void); 

private: 
} i 

#include "field.inl" II inline member functions 

#endif I* __ FIELD_H *I 
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Header File: host.h 

II 
II host.h -- host class 
II 
II class : host 
II Instance class for high level host 
II communication support. 
II 

#if !defined( HOST H) - -
#define _HOST H 

#include "operator.h" 

class host { 
public: 

host(oper *pOperator); 
void getconfiguration(); 
int verify(char *pMachineid,, 

int nurnberOfLots, 
int login(char *pMachineid, 

int numberOfLots, 
int logout(char *pOperatorid, 

char 
char 
char 
char 

*pOperatorid, 
* *ppLotNumbers) ; 
*pOperatorid, 

**ppLotNumbers); 

int numberOfLots, 
void doSPC () ; 

char **ppLotNumbers); 

} ; 

void requestRecipe(); 
void requestSamplePlan{); 
void uploadData(); 

protected: 
oper *pTheOperator; 

private: 

#end if I* HOST H *I 
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Header File: inctlfld . h 

II 
II inctlfld.h -- inputControlField class 
II 
II class: inputControlField superclass: inputField 
II Instance class to define fields intended for user 
II input . inputControlField objects allow 
II keyword/template pairs to be defined. When the 
II inputControlField contents match a keyword, 
II the corresponding template will be displayed. 
II 

#if !defined( __ INCTLFLD_H) 
#define INCTLFLD H 

#include <Bags.h> 
#include "all.h" 
#include "tmplt.h" 

typedef strAssoc<tmplt *> tmpltStrAssoc; 
typedef BI_BagAsVector<tmpltStrAssoc> tmpltStrBag; 
typedef BI_BagAsVectoriterator<tmpltStrAssoc> 
tmpltStrBagiterator; 

class inputcontrolField : public inputField { 
public: 

inputControlField(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, 
char *pText) ; 

inputControlField(terminal *pTerminal, int x, int y, 
int width, char *pText = NULL, 
Bool visibility = true, 
int cursorPosition = 0, 
char *pValidChars = NULL, 
char *pTermChars =NULL); 

virtual tmplt *getTmpltOnScreen(void); 
virtual void addTmplt{const char *pKeyword, 

tmplt *pTmplt); 
protected : 

tmpltStrBag theKeywordTmplts ; // keyword/fldtmplt pairs 
tmplt *currentTmplt; // current template 
virtual void procFieldMods(void); 
void procKeywordTmplt(void); 

private: 
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} ; 

#include "inctlfld.inl" 

#end if I* __ INCTLFLD_H */ 
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Header File: lotmain.h 

II 
II lotmain . h -- lotMain classes 
II 
II class: lotMain 
II Abstract class that defines operations on a group 
II of lots. 
II 
II class : oplogMain superclass : lotMain 
II Instance class for loginllogoutlspc only -- no 
II processing . 
II 
II class: lotProdMain superclass: lotMain 
II Abstract class that defines operations on a group 
II of lots (similar to oplogMain but includes 
II processing). 
II 
II class metroLotMain superclass: lotProcMain 
II Instance class for a metrology application . 
II 

#if !defined( __ LOTMAIN_H) 
#define LOTMAIN H 

#include "terminal.h" 
#include "operator.h" 
#include "host . h" 
#include "machine.h" 
#include "lotproc.h" 

class lotMain { 
public: 

lotMain (void) ; 
virtual void lotGo(void) = 0; 

protected: 
virtual int lotLogin(void); 
virtual int lotLogout(void); 
virtual int lotDoSPC(void); 
terminal *pTheTerminal; 
oper *pTheOperator; 
host *pTheHost; 
machine *pTheMachine; 
char *pTheMachineid; 
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char 
int 
char 

*pTheOperatorid; 
theNumberOfLots; 

**ppTheLotNumbers; 
private: 

} ; 

class oplogMain : public lotMain { 

} ; 

public: 
oplogMain(void); 
.... oplogMain () ; 
virtual void lotGo(void); 

protected: 
private: 

class lotProcMain : public lotMain { 
public: 

} i 

lotProcMain(void); 
protected: 

virtual int lotProc(void); 
lotProcess *pTheLotProcess; 

private: 

class metroLotMain : public lotProcMain { 

} ; 

public: 
metroLotMain(void); 
.... metroLotMain () ; 
virtual void lotGo(void); 

protected: 
private: 

#endif /* LOTMAIN_H */ 
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Header File : lotprocess.h 

II 
II lotprocess.h -- logProcess classes 
II 
II class: lotProcess 
II Abstract class to define operations for lot(s) 
II during a manufacturing step. 
II 
II class: metroLotProcess superclass: lotProcess 
II Instance class to define operations for lot(s) 
II during a metrology manufacturing step . 
II 

#if !defined( __ LOTPROCESS_H) 
#define __ LOTPROCESS H 

#include "all.h" 
#include "operator.h" 
#include "host . h" 
#include "machine.h" 

class lotProcess { 
public: 

lotProcess(oper *pOperator, host *pHost, 
machine *pMachine); 

virtual void go(char *pMachineid, 
char *pOperatorid) = 0; 

protected: 
virtual void getSamplePlan() 
virtual void displayMeasScreen(char 

char 

= 0; 
*pMachineid, 
*pOperatorid, 

} ; 

int maxWafer, 
int waferNum, 
int measLeft) = 0; 

virtual void readMsgFromMach() 
virtual void extractDataFromMachMsg() 
virtual void uploadDataToHost() 

= 
= 
= 

0; 
0; 
0; 

oper *pTheOperator; 
host *pTheHost; 
machine *pTheMachine; 

private: 
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class metroLotProcess : public lotProcess { 
public: 

metroLotProcess{oper *pOperator, host *pHost, 
machine *pMachine); 

virtual void go{char *pMachineid, char *pOperatorid); 
protected: 

virtual void getSamplePlan{); 
virtual void displayMeasScreen{char *pMachineid, 

char *pOperatorid, 
int maxWafer, 
int waferNum, 
int measLeft); 

virtual void readMSgFromMach(); 
virtual void extractDataFromMachMsg{); 
virtual void uploadDataToHost(); 

private: 
} ; 
#end if I* LOTPROCESS H */ 
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Header File: machine . h 

II 
II machine.h -- machine classes 
II 
II class: machine 
II Abstract class to define high level equipment 
II communications. 
II 
II class: metroMachine superclass: machine 
II Instance class to define high level equipment 
II communications with metrology equipment. 
II 

#if !defined( __ MACHINE_H} 
#define __ MACHINE H 

class machine { 
public: 

virtual void readMsgFromMach(} = 0; 
protected: 
private: 

} ; 

class metroMachine : public machine { //metrology machine 
public: 

} ; 

metroMachine(}; 
virtual void readMsgFromMach(); 

protected: 
private: 

#end if /* MACHINE_H */ 
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Header File: operator . h 

II 
II operator.h -- operator classes 
II 
II class: oper 

II Abstract class to define high level terminal IIO. 
II 
II class: metroOperator superclass: oper 
II Instance class implementing the operator interface 
II for a typical metrology application. 
II 

#if !defined( OPERATOR H) - -
#define _OPERATOR H 

#include "all.h" 
#include "terminal.h" 
#include "field.h" 

class oper { 
public: 

} ; 

oper(terminal *pTerminal); 
virtual void getFunction(char * &pFunction, 

char * &pMachineid, 
char * &pOperatorid, 
int &numberOfLots, 
char ** &ppLotNumbers) = 0; 

virtual void displayText(int x, int y, int width, 
char *message) ; 

virtual int inputText(int x, int y, int width, 

virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 

char *pText, int cursorPosition, 
char *pValidChars, 
char *pTermChars) ; 

displayAwaitingLotinfoAck(void); 
displayAwaitingLotinfo(void); 
displayAwaitingLoginAck(void); 
displayAwaitingLogin(void); 
displayAwaitingLogoutAck(void); 

virtual void displayAwaitingLogout(void); 
protected: 

terminal *pTheTerminal; 
private: 
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class rnetrooperator : public oper { 
public: 

} ; 

rnetroOperator(terminal *pTerrninal); 
virtual void getFunction(char * &pFunction, 

char * &pMachineid, 
char * &pOperatorid, 
int &numberOfLots, 

protected: 
private: 

char ** &ppLotNumbers) ; 
void displayMeasScreen(char *pMachineid, 

~ char *pOperatorid, 
int rnaxwafers, 
int waferNum, 
int rneasLeft); 

static Bool checkData (inputField& aField, 
int aFieldid) ; 

#end if I* OPERATOR H */ 
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II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

Header File: sif.h 

sif . h serial interface classes 

class: serialinterface 
Abstract class intended to define the interface for 
all serial interface subclasses. Implemented member 
functions allow initialization and selection of the 
class members, which contain the setup parameters for 
the interface . These parameters are initialized to 
valid data. Attempts to change them to invalid values 
are ignored. Of course, this behavior can be 
changed in the derived classes. 

class: PCserialinterface superclass: serialinterface 
Instance class allowing access to the two standard 
MS-DOS serial interfaces. The port names to be used 
are "COMl" and "COM2 " . 

Notes: 
1) 

2) 

The baud rate "br19200" is unsupported and 
if used, is ignored (the baud rate will be 
unchanged) . 
The number of stop bits is fixed at one. 
Attempts to change it are ignored. 

#if !defined( __ SIF_H) 
#define SIF H 

#include <String.h> 

II 
II serial port parameters 

II 
enum sifBaudRate 

enum sifParity 
enum sifNumDataBits 
enum sifNumStopBits 

II 

{ br300, br1200, br2400, br4800, 
br9600, br19200 }; 

{ noParity, oddParity, 
{ ndb7, ndb8 } ; 
{ nsb1, nsb2 } ; 

evenParity } ; 

11 PC serial port names 

II 
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#define PC SERIAL IF NAME 0 "COMl" - -
#define PC_SERIAL IF NAME 1 "C0M2" 

II 
II PC serial port parameter defaults 
II 
#define SIF DFT PORTNAME PC SERIAL IF NAME 0 - -
canst sifBaudRate SIF DFT BAUDRATE = br9600; 
canst sifParity SIF DFT PARITY = noParity; 
canst sifNumDataBits SIF DFT NUMDATABITS = ndb8; 
canst sifNuroStopBits SIF DFT NUMSTOPBITS = nsbl; 

II 
II Serial interface (abstract) 
II 
class serialinterface { 

public: 
serialinterface(void); 
serialinterface(char *portName, sifBaudRate baudRate, 

sifParity parity, 
sifNumDataBits numDataBits, 
sifNumStopBits numStopBits); 

-serialinterface(void); 
inline void getPortName(char *nameBuffer); 
inline sifBaudRate getBaudRate(void); 
inline sifParity getParity(void); 
inline sifNumDataBits getNumDataBits(void); 
inline sifNumStopBits getNumStopBits(void); 
virtual void setPortName(char *portName) 
virtual void setBaudRate(sifBaudRate baudRate) 

= 0; 

virtual void setParity(sifParity parity) 
virtual void setNumDataBits(sifNumDataBits 

= 0; 
= 0; 

numDataBits) 
= 0; 

virtual void setNumStopBits(sifNumStopBits numStopBits) 

virtual void sendChar(char c) 
virtual char recvChar(void) 

protected: 
char 
sifBaudRate 

*pThePortName; 
theBaudRate; 

sifParity theParity; 
sifNumDataBits theNumDataBits; 
sifNumStopBits theNumStopBits; 
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II baud rate 
II type of parity 

= 
= 
= 

II number of data bits 
II number of stop bits 

0; 
0; 
0; 



private: 
} ; 

II 
II PC serial interface 
II 
class pcSerialinterface : public serialinterface { 

public: 
pcSerialinterface(void); 
pcSerialinterface(char *portName, sifBaudRate 

baudRate, sifParity parity, 
sifNumDataBits numDataBits, 
sifNumstopBits numStopBits); 

-pcSerialinterface(void); 
virtual void setPortName(char *portName); 
virtual void setBaudRate(sifBaudRate baudRate); 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual char 

protected : 

setParity(sifParity parity); 
setNumDataBits(sifNumDataBits 
setNumStopBits(sifNumstopBits 
sendChar(char c); 
recvChar (void) ; 

unsigned initFlags; 

numDataBits) ; 
numStopBits); 

int portNum; 
numDataBitsCode; 

II port number (0-1) 
int 
int 
int 

private: 
} ; 

parityCode; 
baudRateCode; 

#include "sif.inl" 

#end if I* SIF H *I 

II code for# of data bits 
II code for type of parity 
II code for baud rate 
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Header File: terminal.h 

II 
II Terminal classes 
II 
II class: terminal 
II Abstract class intended to define the interface for 
II all terminal subclasses . Implemented member functions 
II allow initialization and selection of the class 
II members, which contain parameters describing the 
II terminal display. 
II 
II class: serialTerminal superclass: terminal 
II Abstract class intended to define the interface for 
II all terminal subclasses in which the terminal is 
II connected via a serial interface. It adds a serial 
II interface object (see "sif.h") to the superclass 
I I "terminal" . 
II 
II class : oysterTerminal superclass: serialTermi nal 
II Instance class implementing an interface for an Oyster 
II 84C terminal . 
II 
II class : DosTerminal superclass : terminal 
II Instance class implementing an interface using 
II MB-DOS screen and keyboard functions. 
II 

#if !defined( TERMINAL_H) 
#define TERMINAL H 

#include <Conio . h> 
#include "sif . h" 

#define OYSTER TERMINAL NROWS -
#define OYSTER TERMINAL NCOLUMNS 
#define OYSTER TERMINAL CURSORHOME 
#define OYSTER TERMINAL BELL 
#define OYSTER TERMINAL CURSORLEFT - -
#define OYSTER TERMINAL CURSORRIGHT 
#define OYSTER TERMINAL CURSORDOWN 
#define OYSTER_TERMINAL CURSORUP 
#define OYSTER TERMINAL CLEAR 
#define OYSTER TERMINAL CR 
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#define OYSTER_TERMINAL BELL DURATION 100 

#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 

DOS_TERMINAL_NROWS 
DOS_TERMINAL_NCOLUMNS 
DOS TERMINAL WIN X - -
DOS TERMINAL WIN Y 

OYSTER TERMINAL NROWS 
OYSTER TERMINAL_NCOLUMNS 

30 
10 

II 
II Terminal (abstract) 
II 
class terminal { 

public: 
terminal (void); 
terminal(int numRows, int numColumns); 
inline int 
inline int 
inline void 
inline void 
virtual char 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 
virtual void 

getNumRows(void); 
getNumColumns(void); 
setNumRows(int numRows); 
setNumColumns(int numColumns); 
readChar(void) = 0; 
writeChar(char c) 
clearScreen(void) 
positioncursor(int x, 
moveCursorUp(void) 
moveCUrsorDown(void) 
moveCUrsorLeft(void) 

= 0; 
= 0; 

virtual void moveCUrsorRight(void) 
virtual void ringBell(int duration) 

int y) = 0; 
= 0; 
= 0; 
= 0; 
= 0; 
= 0; 

protected: 
int theNumRows; 
int theNumColumns; 

II display height 
II display width 

private: 
} i 

II 
11 Terminal connected via serial interface (abstract) 

II 
class serialTerminal : public terminal { 

public: 
serialTerminal(void); 
serialTerminal(int numRows, int numColumns, 

serialinterface *pSerialinterface) ; 
serialinterface *getSerialinterface(void); 

void setSerialinterface(serialinterface 
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} ; 

II 

*pSerialrnterface); 
virtual char readChar(void) ::: 0; 
virtual void writeChar(char c) = 0; 
virtual void clearScreen(void) ::: 0; 
virtual void positionCursor(int x, int y) ::: 0; 
virtual void movecursorUp(void) ::: 0; 
virtual void moveCursorDown(void) = 0; 
virtual void movecursorLeft(void) = 0; 
virtual void moveCursorRight(void) = 0; 
virtual void ringBell(int duration) = 0; 

protected: 
serialinterface *pTheSerialinterface;ll serial interface 

private: 

II Oyster 84C terminal 
II 
class oysterTerminal : public serialTerminal { 

} ; 

II 

public: 
oysterTerminal(void); 
oysterTerminal(serialinterface *pSerialinterface); 
inline char readChar(void); 
inline 
inline 

inline 
inline 
inline 
inline 

protected: 
private: 

void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

writeChar(char c); 
clearScreen(void); 
positionCursor(int x, int y); 
moveCursorUp(void); 
moveCursorDown(void); 
moveCursorLeft(void); 
moveCursorRight(void); 

void ringBell(int duration); 

II MS-DOS terminal 

II 
class DosTerminal : public terminal { 

public: 
nosTerminal(void); 
1DosTerminal(void); 
virtual char readChar(void); 
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} ; 

virtual void writeChar(char c); 
virtual void clearScreen(void); 
virtual void positioncursor(int x, int y); 
virtual void moveCursorUp(void); 
virtual void moveCursorDown(void); 
virtual void moveeursorLeft(void); 
virtual void movecursorRight(void); 
virtual void ringBell(int duration); 

protected: 
struct text info orgTextinfo; // original screen format 

private: 

#include "terminal.inl" 

#endif I* TERMINAL H */ 
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Header File: tmplt . h 

II 
II tmplt.h -- template classes 
II 
II class: tmplt 

II Instance class for controlling a group of "fields". 
II It has many of the attributes of a container class 
II such as iterator "friend" classes but also has 
II specialized member functions such as "display" to 
II display all fields it contains. 
II 
II Notes: 
II A tmplt is composed of one or more pages. Each 
II page contains one or more fields intended to be 
II displayed simultaneously. Since multiple pages are 
II not needed at the moment, the tmplt class is not yet 
II implemented and is typedef'd to a page. 
II 
II The classes "fieldElement" and "fieldList" are defined 
II here but are for internal use by the class "page". 
II 
II WARNING: Use of a fieldListiterator on an empty 
II fieldList will produce unpredictable and almost 
II certainly undesirable results. Ditto for a 
II fieldListinputiterator on a fieldList containing no 
II input fields. 
II 

#if !defined( TMPLT_H) 
#define TMPLT H 

#include "all.h" 
#include "field.h" 

II 
11 fieldElement -- instance class for elements of a 
11 doubly-linked list of pointers to 
11 objects of class "field". 

II 
class fieldElement { 

public: 
fieldElement(void); 
fieldElement(field& aField, int aFieldid); 
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inline 
inline 
inline 
inline 
inline 

field& 
int 
fieldElement& 
fieldElement& 
void 

getField(void); 
getFieldid(void); 
getNextElement(void); 
getPrevElement(void); 
setField(field& aField, 

int aFieldid) ; 
inline void 
inline void 

setNextElement(fieldElement& aField); 
setPrevElement(fieldElement& aField); 

protected: 
field *pField; 
int theFieldid; 
fieldElement *pNextElement; 
fieldElement *pPrevElement; 

II field 
II 
II 
II 

field identifier 
next element 
previous element 

private: 
} ; 

II 
II fieldList -- a container for objects of class "field" 

and its derivatives. 11 
II 
class fieldList { 

friend class fieldListiterator; 
friend class fieldListinputiterator; 

II iterator 
II input field 

iterator 

} ; 

II 

public: 
fieldList(void); 
-fieldList (void) ; 

void addField(field& aField, int aFieldid); 
protected: 
private: 

fieldElement *pHead; 
fieldElement *pTail; 

II first element 
II last element 

11 fieldListiterator -- iterator for class fieldList 

II 
class fieldListiterator { 

public: 
fieldListiterator(void); 
fieldListiterator(const fieldList& aFieldList); 
fieldListiterator(const fieldListiterator& 

aFieldListiterator); 
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virtual void init(const fieldList& aFieldList); 
fieldElement& current(); 
operator int(); 

virtual fieldElement& operator++ (int); 
virtual fieldElement& operator++ (); 
virtual fieldElement& operator (int); 
virtual fieldElement& operator (); 

protected: 

fieldListrterator& operator = 

(canst fieldListiterator& aFieldListrterator); 
void restart(); 

fieldElement 
fieldElement 

*cur· , 
*start· , 

II current element 
II first element 

int 
private: 

} ; 

inRange; II end of iteration flag 

II 
II fieldListinputiterator -- iterator for class fieldList 
II that only stops at 
II inputFields . 
II 
class fieldListrnputiterator : public fieldListrterator { 

} ; 

II 

public: 
fieldListinputrterator(void); 
fieldListinputiterator(const fieldList& aFieldList); 
fieldListinputiterator(const fieldListinputrterator& 

aFieldListinputiterator); 
virtual void init(const fieldList& aFieldList); 
virtual fieldElement& operator++ (int); 
virtual fieldElement& operator++ (); 
virtual fieldElement& operator (int); 
virtual fieldElement& operator (); 

protected: 

fieldListinputiterator& operator = 

(canst fieldListinputrterator& 
aFieldListinputrterator) ; 

fieldElement& findNextinputElement(void); 
fieldElement& findPrevrnputElement(void); 

private: 
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II page -- controls a group of "field" objects . 
II 
class page { 

public: 
page (void); 
inline Bool isOnScreen(void); 
inline field& getActiveField(void); 

Bool nextActiveField(); 
Bool 
void 
void 
int 
void 
Bool 

protected: 

prevActiveField(); 
addField(field& aField, int aFieldid = -1); 

display (void) ; 
activate(void); 
erase (void) ; 
validate(Bool (*func) (inputField& aField, 

int aFieldid)); 

Bool onScreen; II page is displayed on screen 
II list of fields in the page 

inputiterator;ll input fld iter. 
fieldList theFields; 
fieldListinputiterator 

private: 
} ; 

II 
II tmplt -- controls one or more "page" objects. 
II 
typedef page tmplt; 
//class tmplt { 
II public: 
II tmplt(void); 
II tmplt(??? pFields, field *pActiveField = O); 
I I -tmpl t o ; 
II virtual Bool isOnScreen(void); 
II virtual void setActiveField(Field *pActivField; 
II virtual Field *getActiveField(void); 
II virtual??? *getFields(void); 
II virtual void addField(void); 
II virtual void display(void); 
11 virtual void erase(void); 
11 protected: 
11 field *pTheActiveField; // field to activate 
11 terminal *pTheTerminal; // terminal to use 
11 Bool onscreen; II tmplt on screen? 
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II ??? thePages; II pages in the 

tmplt 
II private: 
II}; 

#include "tmplt.inl" 

#end if I* 'IMPLT H *I 
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application. See "PT application." 

equipment. See "manufacturing equipment." 

equipment message . A message sent to or from a piece of 
manufacturing equipment through its "host computer 
interface . " It is often a SECS message. 

function. The function (command) the user wishes the PT 
system to perform, e.g., login or logout. 

host computer interface . The 
communication interface. 
"host" is the equipment 
system connected to the 
a PT. 

manufacturing equipment's 
Note that in this case, 

manufacturer's term for any 
equipment's interface, normally 

host system. Often referred to as simply the "host", this 
is the central factory management system supplying the 
PT with data on lots, process operations, and metrology 
operations. Data is also supplied to the system by the 
PT, for example, during a login or logout. 

logged in. The state of a lot once a login has been 
performed. 

logged out. The state of a lot once a logout has been 
performed. 

login. The first step an operator performs when using most 
PT applications . The lot number is associated with 
both the operator's ID and the machine's ID and this 
association transmitted to the host system. 

logout. The step an operator performs when using most PT 
applications were the lot number is disassociated with 
the machine ID. This step follows either a login or 
process step and precedes the SPC step. The 
disassociation is transmitted to the host system . 

lot. A batch of wafers, usually processed together. 

lot number. The identification number of a lot. 

machine ID. The unique name of a piece of manufacturing 
equipment. 

manufacturing equipment. The equipment used in the 
manufacturing of integrated circuits . Most equipment 
falls into one of two categories: process or 
metrology. 
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message block . A 254 byte or less segment of a SECS 
message. 

message item. A data item within a SECS message. 

metrology equipment. Any type of equipment used to measure 
some characteristic of a wafer. 

operator ID. The identification number of a manufacturing 
equipment user . 

operator interface . 1 : The view of the system presented to 
the user. 2: That portion of the PT software 
responsible for all interaction with the user (via a 
terminal) . 

oplog. A common PT application consisting of just two 
steps: login and logout. 

parameters. Any additional information the host system must 
obtain from the operator, e .g., the position of the lot 
in a furnace . 

process. The step in most PT applications corresponding to 
the processing or measuring of the lot by the 
manufacturing equipment. 

process equipment. Any type of manufacturing equipment used 
to physically modify wafers. 

prototype. The object-oriented software developed for this 
paper . It contains selected portions of the PT 
software's functionality. 

PT. Protocol Translator. A microprocessor-based computer 
installed in the manufacturing area . It connects to 
the host system and an assortment of terminals and 
manufacturing equipment. 

PT application. A particular usage of the PT, normally 
involving a particular type of manufacturing equipment. 

recipe . A set of instructions that, when transferred to a 
piece of processing equipment, define the operations 
the equipment is to perform on the lot. 

routine. A procedure (in the C programming language, this 
is called a function) . 
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sample plan. The data obtained from the host system 
specifying how many measurements are to be taken on a 
lot at a metrology step, e.g., the number of wafers and 
the number of sites per wafer . 

SECS message . A message format defined by the SEMI 
(Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Institute) 
Equipment Communications Standard (SECS) for 
communication with semiconductor manufacturing 
equipment. 

SPC. The last step in most PT applications. During this 
step, Statistical Process Control (SPC) calculations 
are optionally performed by the host on any data 
collected during the process step. The calculation 
results are then sent to the PT for display to the 
operator. 

wafer. A disk-shaped piece of silicon approximately 4 to 8 
inches in diameter. Integrated circuits are created on 
the upper surface through a series of manufacturing 
processes . 
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